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A scientific meeting will be held at the Department of Cognitive, Perceptual & Brain
Sciences, University College London, 26 Bedford Way, WC1 on 5/6 January, 2012. The
local organiser is Jenni Rodd.
Ninth EPS Mid-Career Award
Thursday 5 January 6.00pm
Understanding face recognition: Are we nearly there yet?
Professor Mike Burton, University of Aberdeen
Nineteenth EPS Prize Lecture
Friday 6 January 4.15pm
Memory and the brain: Convergence and divergence between neuroimaging and
neuropsychology
Dr Jon Simons, University of Cambridge
Symposium - To accompany the 9th Mid Career Award Lecture
Thursday 5 January 1.30pm – 5pm
Identifying familiar and unfamiliar people
Organiser: Dr Rob Jenkins, University of Glasgow
Symposium - To accompany the 19th EPS Prize Lecture
Friday 6 January 1.00pm – 4.00pm
Recent developments in the systems neuroscience of long-term memory
Organiser: Dr Rik Henson, MRC CBU Cambridge

Poster Session
This will be held in conjunction with the drinks reception on Thursday evening at 7pm at
UCL, 26 Bedford Way, WC1. Drinks will be served in the Third Floor Common Room,
Room 308, and posters will be displayed in Room 305. Delegates may put up posters
from 5pm and should take them down by the end of the session.

Platform Presentations
Sessions will be held in the Ground Floor and Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatres of
26 Bedford Way, WC1. Both theatres have data projectors available for Powerpoint
presentations. Presenters may provide their own laptops and connector leads, or bring
USB keys for the on-site computers which run Office XP under Windows NT/2000. Any
queries about facilities in the theatres should be sent to the local organiser, Jenni Rodd
(j.rodd@ucl.ac.uk).

The conference dinner will be at 8.30pm at Pescatori, 57 Charlotte Street, London. W1T
4PD – (020-7580 3289). A booking form is enclosed.
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Thursday 5 January, am/pm

START OF PARALLEL SESSIONS
Session A
Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
9.30

Sarah J. Rappaport*, M. Jane Riddoch, Glyn W. Humphreys
(University of Birmingham, University of Oxford)
Automatic effects of colour on object processing 1: Data from Strooplike interference with normal participants.

10.00

Glyn W. Humphreys, Sarah J. Rappaport* and M. Jane Riddoch
(University of Birmingham , University of Oxford)
Automatic effects of colour on object processing 2: Data from visual
agnosia.

10.30

Alex Clarke*, Kirsten I. Taylor*, Barry Devereux*, Billi Randall*
and Lorraine K. Tyler (University of Cambridge, University Hospital
Basel)
How visual inputs become meaningful: A dynamic account of object
recognition.

11.00

COFFEE

11.30

Monika Harvey, J. Haensel*, S. Konia* and S. Morand* (University
of Glasgow)
Saccadic programming is mediated by own-race bias in both Asian and
Caucasian participants.

12.00

Bruno Rossion*, Adriano Boremanse*, Dana Kuefner*, Esther
Alonso Prieto* and Joan Liu* (Université catholique de Louvain)
(Sponsor: Dana Samson)
Habituation of the steady-state visual potential to face identity:
Specificity, temporal dynamics and frequency tuning.

12.30

LUNCH

Thursday 5 January, am/pm
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START OF PARALLEL SESSIONS
Session B
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
9.30

Jeff Hanna*, Sandrine Mejias*, Friedemann Pulvermuller, Yury
Shtyrov* and Heather van der Lely (Universite Catholique de
Louvain, Freie Universitat Berlin, University of Cambridge, Harvard
University, Ecole Normale Supérieure)
Grammar before awareness: The syntactic mismatch negativity as an
index of early syntactic processing in French.

10.00

Mirjana Bozic, Elisabeth Fonteneau*, Li Su* and William
Marslen-Wilson (University of Cambridge, MRC CBU Cambridge)
Combinatorial processing in the fronto-temporal language network.

10.30

Li Su*, Elisabeth Fonteneau*, Cai Wingfield*, Mirjana Bozic and
William Marslen-Wilson (University of Cambridge, MRC
Cambridge)
Dynamic morphosyntactic processes revealed by time-resolved
MVPA.

11.00

COFFEE

11.30

Elisabeth Fonteneau*, Li Su*, Mirjana Bozic and William
Marslen-Wilson (University of Cambridge, MRC CBU Cambridge)
Phase synchrony network underlying morphosyntactic processing: A
MEG/EEG study.

12.00

Jennifer Rodd, Richard Berriman, Matt Landau, Theresa Lee*,
Carol Ho*, Gareth Gaskell, Matthew Davis (University College
London, University of York, MRC CBU Cambridge)
Learning new meanings for old words: Effects of semantic relatedness.

12.30

LUNCH
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Thursday 5 January, pm

Session A
Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
Symposium:

Identifying familiar and unfamiliar people
Organiser: Dr Rob Jenkins

1.30

Tim Andrews (University of York)
The neural basis of face recognition.

2.00

Graham Hole* (University of Sussex)
A processing system hardly stretched to its limits: Face recognition
despite gross configural distortions.

2.30

Richard Kemp, David White* and Michael Matheson*
(University of New South Wales, Australian Passport Office)
Detecting identity fraud in passport applications: Improving human
operator performance through better understanding of unfamiliar face
processing.

3.00

TEA

3.30

Helmut Leder* (University of Vienna)
How facial beauty affects exploration.

4.00

Alice O’Toole* (University of Texas)
Computational models of face recognition: Where are we now? Where
do we go next?

4.30

Stefan R. Schweinberger (Friedrich Schiller University)
Neurophysiological correlates of face recognition.

End of Symposium
5.00

64th Annual General Meeting – The AGM will be held in the Ground
Floor Lecture Theatre

6.00

Mid-Career Award Lecture – Professor Mike Burton (University of
Aberdeen)
Understanding face recognition: Are we nearly there yet? (Lower
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre)

7.00

POSTERS AND DRINKS RECEPTION - Drinks will be served in the
Third Floor Common Room, Room 308, and posters will be displayed
in Room 305.

8.30

CONFERENCE DINNER - 8.30pm at Pescatori.

Thursday 5 January, pm
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Session B
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
1.30

Antje S. Meyer, Agnieszka Konopka* (Max Planck Insitute for
Psycholinguistics)
Predictors of sequential object naming: Visual layout and spatial
working memory capacity.

2.00

Snehlata Jaswal, Bhargav Mangipudi* and Mulpuru Ravi Teja*
(Indian Institute of Technology Ropar)
Presence of numbers interferes with configural encoding of visuospatial patterns.

2.30

Robert H. Logie, Satoru Saito, Aiko Morita*, Samarth Varma*
and Dennis Norris (University of Edinburgh, Kyoto University,
Hiroshima University, MRC CBU Cambridge)
Recalling Visual Serial Order for Verbal Sequences.

3.00

TEA

3.30

Debbora Hall*, Chris Jarrold, John Towse, and Amy Zarandi*
(University of Bristol, Lancaster University)
The development of primary memory capacity.

4.00

Claudia C. von Bastian* and Klaus Oberauer (University of Zurich)
Latent change induced by working memory training.

4.30

James A. Grange* (Keele University) (Sponsor: John Wearden)
The effect of task-relevant and irrelevant verbalisations on inhibition in
task switching.

5.00

64th Annual General Meeting – The AGM will be held in the Ground
Floor Lecture Theatre

6.00

Mid-Career Award Lecture – Professor Mike Burton (University of
Aberdeen)
Understanding face recognition: Are we nearly there yet? (Lower
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre)

7.00

POSTERS AND DRINKS RECEPTION - Drinks will be served in the
Third Floor Common Room, Room 308, and posters will be displayed
in Room 305.

8.30

CONFERENCE DINNER - 8.30pm at Pescatori.
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Session A
Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
9.00

Mark Haggard, Helen Spencer* and Jan Zirk-Sadowski*
(University of Cambridge)
Causal cascades in development from hybrid experimental/
correlational models – Childhood ear problems influencing behaviour
and quality of life (QoL).

9.30

Peter E. Morris and Catherine O. Fritz (Lancaster University)
Cumulative measures for interpreting effect sizes.

10.00

COFFEE

10.30

Fergal W. Jones*, A. McAndrew*, R.P. McLaren* and I.P.L.
McLaren (University of Kent, University of Exeter)
Dissociating expectancy of shock and changes in skin conductance: An
investigation of the Perruchet effect using an electrodermal paradigm.

11.00

Elaine Tham*, Shane Lindsay* and Gareth Gaskell (University of
York)
Effects of Sleep on Knowledge Integration and Automaticity of
Processing.

11.30

Emma Ward* and David Shanks (University College London)
The relationship between explicit and implicit memory in normal aging.

12.00

LUNCH

Friday 6 January am
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Session B
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
9.00

Karina J. Linnell, Serge Caparos*, Lubna Ahmed*, Andrew J.
Bremner*, Jan de Fockert* and Jules Davidoff (Goldsmiths,
University of London)
Exposure to an urban environment alters the local bias of a remote
culture.

9.30

Kamen A. Tsvetanov*, Carmel Mevorach, Harriet Allen* and
Glyn W. Humphreys (University of Birmingham)
The Effects of Aging on Selection by Visual Saliency.

10.00

COFFEE

10.30

Robert D. McIntosh and Sebastian Sandoval Similä* (University of
Edinburgh)
Selection-for-perception constrains selection-for-action.

11.00

Stéphanie Rossit*, Teresa McAdam*, D. Adam Mclean*, Melvyn
A. Goodale* and Jody C. Culham* (Glasgow Caledonian University,
University of Western Ontario) (Sponsor Rob Jenkins)
Lower visual field preference for action in human superior-parietal
occipital cortex (SPOC).

11.30

Patrick Haggard, Valerian Chambon*, Simone Kuhn*, Dorit
Wenke* and Martin Voss*(University College London, Charite
Hospital Berlin)
Action selection mechanisms contribute prospectively to the sense of
control.

12.00

LUNCH
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Friday 6 January, pm

Session A
Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
Symposium:

Recent developments in the systems neuroscience of long-term
memory
Organiser: Dr Rik Henson (MRC CBU Cambridge)

1.00

Dan Schacter* (Harvard University)
Episodic simulation and memory of the future.

1.30

Rik Henson (MRC CBU Cambridge)
Predictive, Interactive Multiple Memory Systems.

2.00

Sam Gilbert (University College London)
Anterior prefrontal cortex and human memory: Process versus
representation.

2.30

TEA

3.00

Zara Bergstrom* (University of Cambridge)
The spatiotemporal dynamics of source recollection.

3.30

Andrew Mayes (University of Manchester)
Familiarity and recollection and the functional differentiation of the
medial temporal lobes.

4.15

EPS Prize Lecture – Dr Jon Simons (University of Cambridge)
Memory and the brain: Convergence and divergence between
neuroimaging and neuropsychology (Lower Ground Floor Lecture
Theatre).

End of Symposium
End of Meeting

Friday, 6 January, pm
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Session B
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
1.00

Andrew Surtees*, Sandra Utz*, Ian Apperly and Joseph
McCleery* (Université catholique de Louvain, University of
Birmingham)
The neural and cognitive time course of resolving conflict between
perspectives.

1.30

Patti Adank* and Chloe Jones* (University of Manchester)
(Sponsor: Andrew Stewart)
The social side of speech comprehension under challenging listening
conditions.

2.00

Jason Bohan (University of Glasgow)
The effect of reader's mood on semantic anomaly detection: Does
being in a good mood mean that you are more likely to bury the
survivors?

2.30

TEA

3.00

Kevin Paterson, Victoria McGowan* and Tim Jordan (University
of Leicester)
Spatial frequency filtering reveals age-related differences in reading

3.30

Georgia Z. Niolaki* and Jackie Masterson (Institute of Education)
Transfer effects in spelling from transparent Greek to opaque English
in seven- to ten-year-old children : A longitudinal study.

4.15

EPS Prize Lecture – Dr Jon Simons (University of Cambridge)
Memory and the brain: Convergence and divergence between
neuroimaging and neuropsychology (Lower Ground Floor Lecture
Theatre).

End of parallel sessions
End of meeting
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Reserve List
1.

Heather van der Lely, Elena Kushnerenko*, Ansgar Endress*, Andrew
Nevins* and Outi Tuomainen* (Harvard University, University of East London,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University College London, MRC
Institute of Hearing Research)
Abstract rule learning in typically developing and G-SLI adolescents: An ERP
study.

2.

Anna Weighall*, Lisa Henderson* and Gareth Gaskell (Sheffield Hallam
University, University of York)
The relationship between vocabulary acquisition, memory and sleep in children.

3.

David Williams*, Jill Boucher and Chris Jarrold (City University of London,
Durham University, University of Bristol)
Time-based and event-based prospective memory in autism spectrum disorder:
The roles of theory of mind and executive functioning.

Poster index

11

1.
Jumana Ahmad*, Heather Ferguson, and Howard Bowman (University of
Kent)
An exploration of the Working Memory deficit in Dyslexia: Applying signal detection
theory to the N-back paradigm.
2.
Kirsten E. Bartlett*, Jane L. Morgan and Anna L.Weighall* (Sheffield
Hallam University)
Phonological priming is real for SMS shortcuts.
3.
Adriano Boremanse* and Bruno Rossion* (University of Louvain) (Sponsor:
Dana Samson)
Holistic perception of faces: Direct evidence from frequency-tagging stimulation.
4.
Simon W. Davis* and Roberto Cabeza* (University of Cambridge, Duke
University) (Sponsor: Lorraine Tyler)
Functional and structural connectivity underlying the aged brain‘s response to difficult
tasks.
5.
Lee de-Wit*, Kris Evers*, Birgitt Haesen* and Johan Wagemans*
(University of Leuven) (Sponsor: David Milner)
What is a visual object? Evidence from the reduced interference of grouping in multiple
object tracking for children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD).
6.
Nicolas Dumay, Dinkar Sharma, Nora Kellen* and Sarah Abdelrahim*
(Basque Center on Cognition, Brain and Language, University of Kent)
Setting the alarm: The role of consolidation in acquiring the emotional attributes of words
7.
Zachary Estes, Emily Mather* and Lara Jones* (University of Warwick,
Wayne State University)
Lexical priming without similarity or association.

8.

Renaud Laguesse* and Bruno Rossion* (Université catholique de Louvain)
(Sponsor: Dana Samson)
The composite face illusion and its disappearance with misaligned faces: An effect of
metric distance or part separation?
9.
Catherine Manning* and Liz Pellicano (Institute of Education)
The development of speed discrimination abilities.
10.
Chloe R. Marshall and Erin Hobbs* (City University London, Institute of
Education)
Shape naming supports immediate recall of shape sequences in children.
11.
Pawel J. Matusz* and Martin Eimer (Birkbeck College University of London)
Feature-specific bimodal task sets in visual search.
12.
Philip Pell* and Anne Richards (Birkbeck College)
Identity-dependent cross-emotion facial expression aftereffects.
13.
Akie Saito* and Tomoyoshi Inoue* (Doshisha University) (Sponsor: Satoru
Saito)

12

Poster index

Structural constraints in elicited phonological speech errors in Japanese.
14.
Sebastian Sandoval Similä*, Antimo Buonocore* and Robert D. McIntosh
(University of Edinburgh)
The details of distractor interference differ for eyes and hands.
15.
Parminder Singh Bhatia*, Pemmasani Sri Ram Prasad*, and Snehlata
Jaswal (Indian Institute of Technology Ropar)
Language proficiency affects performance of trilingual participants in a Stroop task.
16.
Elizabeth Smith* and Christopher Jarrold (Univeristy of Bristol)
The influence of interactive imagery and semantic associations upon memory recall for
pairs of items.
17.
Louise Smith*, Karin Petrini* and Marko Nardini (University of Oxford,
University College London)
Differences between younger and older children in the integration of information from
auditory and haptic modalities.
18.
Jessica Taubert*, Kristen Weiss Sanders*, Erin Robbins*, Lisa A. Parr* and
Philippe Rochat* (Emory University) (Sponsor: Dana Samson)
Familiar race faces attract infants‘ attention in complex displays.
19.
Goedele Van Belle*, Thomas Busigny*, Anthony Hosein*, Boutheina Jemel*,
Philippe Lefèvre* and Bruno Rossion* (Université catholique de Louvain, University
of Montréal) (Sponsor: Dana Samson)
Gaze-contingency shows holistic face perception impairment in acquired prosopagnosia:
Generalization to several cases.
20.
Anna Weighall*, Lisa Henderson* and Gareth Gaskell (Sheffield Hallam
University, University of York)
The relationship between vocabulary acquisition, memory and sleep in children.
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Automatic effects of colour on object processing 1: Data from Stroop-like interference
with normal participants
Sarah J. Rappaport1, M. Jane Riddoch1,2, Glyn W. Humphreys1,2
1. University of Birmingham
2. University of Oxford
sarahjrappaport@gmail.com
We examined whether there are automatic effects of surface colour on object
identifications by testing whether colour-shape associations can interfere with as well as
facilitate identification. We used colour-diagnostic objects rendered in their typical or
atypical colours, which appeared either on the item‘s surface or its surround. On a
majority of trials participants had to name objects as efficiently as possible. However
when the colour red appeared, participants were asked to named the hue rather than the
object. Object naming was faster when objects were correctly coloured relative to when
they were coloured incorrectly. With unlimited exposures the interference effects were
equally large when the colour red fell on the object‘s surface and when it appeared in the
background. With limited exposure durations, interference was found only when the
colour appeared on the object‘s surface. The data indicate that there can be both semantic
and visually generated interference object identities on colour naming, with visual-based
interference larger with coloured surfaces and reduced stimulus exposures. The data are
consistent with the unitized coding of colour and shape making object identity difficult to
ignore even when responding to colour.

Automatic effects of colour on object processing 2: Data from visual agnosia
Glyn W. Humphreys1,2, Sarah J. Rappaport1 and M. Jane Riddoch1,2
1. University of Birmingham
2. University of Oxford
g.w.humphreys@bham.ac.uk
When occasional colour names have to be generated in a task with a majority of
object naming trials, normal participants are slowed when objects are shown in their
correct relative to an incorrect colour (Rappaport, Riddoch & Humphreys, EPS Jan
2012). We examined whether this interference from object names might provide a
sensitive means of assessing implicit knowledge of colour-form relations in a patient with
visual agnosia. GA presented with visual agnosia particularly for living things following
infection by herpes simplex encephalitis. The deficit affected multiple level of
processing, from object naming through impaired semantic judgements to poor object
decision. The deficit was present when stimuli were presented in different modalities and
it was consistent across items over time. GA also showed poor explicit knowledge of
object colour. Despite the apparent problems in accessing stored knowledge about both
objects and colour-associations, we show that colour naming was disrupted by presenting
objects in incorrect colour-form combinations, but only when colours were correctly
assigned to object surfaces. The data suggest that there can be implicit access to stored
knowledge of colour-form conjunctions, even when explicit knowledge about colourform relations is impaired. We discuss the case for early, implicit binding of colour-form
relations.
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How visual inputs become meaningful: A dynamic account of object recognition
Alex Clarke1, Kirsten I. Taylor1,2, Barry Devereux1, Billi Randall1, and
Lorraine K. Tyler1.
1. University of Cambridge
2. University Hospital Basel
alex@csl.psychol.cam.ac.uk
Recognising objects requires a transformation of visual inputs into meaningful
representations. This process relies on the ventral processing stream in occipito-temporal
cortex, although little is known about the cortical mechanisms supporting this transition
from perception to semantics. Utilising MEG, we track the time-course of perceptual and
semantic effects during a picture naming task. Semantic variables were based on
distributed, feature-based accounts of semantics (Tyler & Moss, 2001) claiming shared
semantic-features (e.g. has eyes) are informative about object category while distinctive
features (e.g. has a hump) are required for object identification. We found effects of
perceptual variables in visual cortex after 70 ms, followed rapidly by effects in ventral
temporal cortex of shared semantic-features, which provide category information. Later
effects related to distinctive semantic-features that are needed for fine-grained object
identification (e.g. dog) and were expressed along the ventral stream. Finally, neural
connectivity measures between anterior and posterior temporal regions increased for
objects with weakly correlated distinctive information, showing connectivity between
anterior and posterior temporal regions underpins forming detailed semantic
representations. This shows that shared semantic information is rapidly extracted from
visual inputs before the more distinctive attributes are integrated into the emerging
representation, enabling the establishment of detailed conceptual representations.
Tyler, L. K., & Moss, H. E. (2001). Towards a distributed account of conceptual
knowledge. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 5(6), 244-252.
Saccadic programming is mediated by own-race bias in both Asian and Caucasian
participants
Monika Harvey, J. Haensel, S. Konia and S. Morand
University of Glasgow
Monika.Harvey@glasgow.ac.uk
Numerous studies have demonstrated a face advantage, showing that faces are
processed more efficiently and faster compared to other stimuli in our environment. This
long-standing result has also been explored in terms of high- and low-level visual
properties of faces. Using an anti-saccade paradigm (Hallett, 1978), we have shown
recently that faces induce stronger involuntary orienting responses than other visual
objects. Moreover, these face biases were not mediated by global low-level visual
properties (Morand et al., 2010). In this study, we explored saccadic programming in
relation to the own-race bias, a phenomenon describing superior performance to
recognise own-race faces compared to other-race faces: Using an anti-saccade paradigm,
20 Caucasian and 20 Chinese participants were presented with images of Western
Caucasian and East Asian faces, all controlled for low-level visual features. Participants
were given a cue instructing them to either saccade toward the face stimulus (prosaccade) or away from the image (anti-saccade). We found that Chinese participants
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produced significantly higher anti-saccade error rates for Asian compared to other-race
faces, while Caucasians revealed prolonged saccadic reaction times for correctly
performed anti-saccades when presented with Caucasian but not other-race faces. The
data give evidence for a reflexive, involuntary attentional bias towards own-race faces
that cannot be accounted for by global low level visual factors.
Hallett, P.E. (1978) Primary and secondary saccades to goals defined by instructions.
Vision Research, 18, 1279-1296.
Morand, S.M., Grosbras, M., Caldara, R., and Harvey, M. (2010) Looking away from
faces: Influence of high level processes on saccade programming. Journal of Vision,
10(3):16, 1-10.

Habituation of the steady-state visual potential to face identity: Specificity, temporal
dynamics and frequency tuning
Bruno Rossion, Adriano Boremanse, Dana Kuefner, Esther Alonso Prieto
and Joan Liu
Université catholique de Louvain
bruno.rossion@uclouvain.be
Amplitude of the electrical brain response at a constant frequency of stimulation
(e.g., 3.5 Hz or cycles/sec) is much larger over the human right occipito-temporal cortex
when different individual faces are presented than when the same face identity is
presented at each cycle (Rossion & Boremanse, 2011). Here, in a series of experiments,
we studied the generalization, specificity, temporal dynamics and frequency-tuning
function of this effect. High-density electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded during
the presentation of a sinusoidally contrast-modulated face at 4Hz (cycle duration: 250
ms). In one condition, different faces were introduced after 15 seconds, and changed
identity at each cycle until the end of the run (81 secs). Release from adaptation (i.e.,
larger response to different faces than the same face) was observed over the right lateral
occipito-temporal cortex exactly and only at the 4 Hz stimulation frequency. Time-course
analysis of EEG data showed a rapid increase of signal at the onset (16th second) of
different faces presentation, indicating a fast, large and stimulation frequency-specific
release to face identity adaptation in the human brain. This effect was found for different
kinds of face stimuli (coloured/grayscale, laser scanned/photographs, with/without
external features). However, it was massively reduced for upside-down and contrastinverted faces. The optimal frequency range for this effect appears to peak at about 6 Hz,
corresponding to a cycle of about 170 ms, and supporting the view that the human brain
requires such duration to discriminate individual faces efficiently.
Rossion, B. & Boremanse, A. (2011). Robust sensitivity to facial identity in the right
human occipito-temporal cortex as revealed by steady-state visual-evoked potentials.
Journal of Visio,. 11(2):16, 1–21.
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Grammar before awareness: The syntactic mismatch negativity as an index of early
syntactic processing in French
Jeff Hanna1, Sandrine Mejias1, Friedemann Pulvermuller2, Yury Shtyrov3,
Heather van der Lely1,4,5
1. Universite catholique de Louvain
2. Freie Universitat Berlin
3. MRC CBU Cambridge
4. Harvard University
5. Ecole Normale Supérieure
jeff.hanna@gmail.com
Recent research indicates that the amplitude of the mismatch negativity (MMN)
brain response can be modulated by varying the syntactic contexts of the stimuli, e.g.
auditory deviant *‖we comes‖ produces a larger MMN than deviant ―he comes‖. The
particular strengths of the syntactic (s)MMN for cognitive research are that it occurs very
early (100-200 ms), and can be elicited outside the focus of attention and without a
stimulus-oriented task, suggesting it is an index of automatic syntactic processing. This
study aimed to extend the sMMN to French, and to further test its abstract properties by
engaging multiple phrasal tokens, rather than a single one. We recorded the sMMNs of
native French speakers (n=16) as they listened to an audio stream consisting of pronounverb combinations, which either agreed or did not agree in person and number; the
combination were counterbalanced to control for acoustic, phonetic and lexical stimulus
properties. Our results revealed the predicted MMN response pattern: ungrammatical
deviants produced a stronger MMN than grammatical deviants. These results replicate
and extend previous findings for the sMMN paradigm, and demonstrate its abstract
properties and cross-linguistic generality.

Combinatorial processing in the fronto-temporal language network
Mirjana Bozic1,2, Elisabeth Fonteneau1,2, Li Su1,2, William MarslenWilson1,2
1. University of Cambridge
2. MRC CBU Cambridge
mb383@cam.ac.uk
Combining smaller elements into larger structures is essential in language. The
complexity generated by combinations of stems and morphemes with purely grammatical
function (regular inflections, e.g. play+ed) engages the processing mechanisms in the left
perisylvian network, while lexical-semantic complexity (derivations, e.g. brave+ly)
triggers bilateral processing (Bozic & Marslen-Wilson, 2010). Here we investigate
whether inflectionally-generated grammatical complexity engages the same processing
mechanisms as minimal phrasal complexity. We contrast these effects in verbs, which
have rich morpho-syntactic paradigms, with parallel ones in nouns. Participants heard
unique or dominant verbs and nouns, presented as bare stems (e.g. sing, rug), inflected
forms (e.g. sings, rugs) or short phrases (e.g. I sing, a rug). Data were analysed using
univariate and multivariate RSA techniques (Kriegeskorte et al, 2008). The results show
that inflectional complexity and minimal phrasal complexity engage overlapping, yet
distinct processing mechanisms. Inflectional complexity engages left-lateralised
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perisylvian regions, while the processing of minimal phrases engages bilateral temporal
regions. Verb dominance modulated the processing of inflected forms and phrases, but
not the processing of bare stems. Finally, the results illustrate that multivariate RSA
analyses allow more detailed dissociations of linguistic processing dimensions than
conventional univariate approaches.
Bozic M & Marslen-Wilson WD (2010). Neurocognitive contexts for morphological
complexity: Dissociating inflection and derivation. Language and Linguistic Compass,
11, 1063-1073.
Kriegeskorte N, Mur M & Bandettini PA (2008). Representational similarity analysis:
Connecting the branches of systems neuroscience. Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience, 2,
1-27.
Dynamic morphosyntactic processes revealed by time-resolved MVPA
Li Su1,2, Elisabeth Fonteneau1,2, Cai Wingfield1,2, Mirjana Bozic1,2,
William Marslen-Wilson1,2
1. University of Cambridge
2. MRC CBU Cambridge
ls514@cam.ac.uk
Although the neural basis of speech comprehension is an important focus for
neuroimaging research, dynamic neural models of morphosyntactic processing are
notably absent. Here we explore how underlying properties of lexical constituents are
computed in neural networks situated in bilateral fronto-temporal brain regions. A novel
multivariate pattern analysis technique (MVPA) that reveals the fine grained structure of
neural computation (with centimetre and millisecond precision) has been developed
based on representational similarity analysis (RSA) of MEG/EEG data in source space
using whole-brain searchlight techniques. This allows us to search brain volumes in time
and space for neurocomputational signatures correlated to different theoretical models. A
phonological model differentiates words according to their shared phonological markers
(here the presence of the English inflectional rhyme pattern) but does not separate real
inflection from pseudo-inflection (played vs trade). A second, morphosyntactic model
classifies words according to their grammatical properties (regular past tense vs. noninflected). RSA searchlight analyses show that each type of process differentially engages
bilateral fronto-temporal networks, with morphosyntactic processing seen relatively late
and primarily in left inferior frontal areas. The combination of MEG/EEG with RSA
makes it possible to map out the complex neural systems underlying the real-time
dynamics of human language comprehension.
Phase synchrony network underlying morphosyntactic processing: A MEG/EEG study
Elisabeth Fonteneau1,2, Li Su1,2, Mirjana Bozic1,2, William MarslenWilson1,2
1. University of Cambridge
2. MRC CBU Cambridge
ef309@cam.ac.uk
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The goal of this research is to characterize the neural circuitry that responds to
linguistic complexity as indexed by a potential inflectional morpheme (play-ed). To track
the dynamics of this network we investigate cortical oscillatory synchrony in a combined
magneto-encephalography (MEG) event-related potentials (ERPs) auditory study.
Participants listened to spoken words that varied in the presence of an inflectional
morpheme. Phase-locking values (PLV; Lachaux et al. 1999) based on source estimates
(MNE, Hämäläinen et al. 1993) were computed to determine trial-by-trial covariance of
the posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG) and Heschl‘s Gyrus (HG) with other
regions of interest. Multivariate RSA techniques (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008) related brain
patterns to specific computational processes for each brain area identified by the phase
locking analysis. PLV analyses time locked to the onset of an inflectional morpheme
revealed two separate phase synchrony networks in the -band (30-50 Hz). While leftpSTG and left pars opercularis (BA44) are involved in the analysis of acoustic cues for
detecting the inflectional morpheme, left-HG and left pars orbitalis (BA47) are activated
for comparing linguistically complex words with simple words. These findings suggest
that enhanced cross-cortical interactions between left temporo-frontal areas are necessary
and highly specific for morpho-syntactic computation.
Hämäläinen, M., Hari, R., Ilmoniemi, R., Knuutila, J. & Lounasmaa, O.V. (1993).
Magnetoencephalography - theory, instrumentation, and applications to noninvasive
studies of the working human brain. Reviews of Modern Physics, 65, 413-497.
Kriegeskorte, N., Mur, M. & Bandettini, P. (2008). Representational similarity analysis connecting the branches of systems neuroscience. Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience,
2(4): doi: 10.3389/neuro.06.004.2008.
Lachaux, J-P., Rodriguez, E., Martinerie, J. & Varela, F.J. (1999). Measuring phase
synchrony in brain signals. Human Brain Mapping, 8(4), 194-208.

Learning new meanings for old words: Effects of semantic relatedness
Jennifer Rodd1, Richard Berriman1, Matt Landau1, Theresa Lee1, Carol
Ho1, Gareth Gaskell2, Matthew Davis3
1. University College London
2. University of York
3. MRC CBU Cambridge
j.rodd@ucl.ac.uk
Adults often need to learn new meanings for words that they already know, such
as the specific meanings of the verbs ―tweet‖ and ―friend‖ that are used on social
networking sites, or the meanings of ―normal‖ and ―significant‖ within statistics. In these
experiments we taught participants novel meanings for relatively unambiguous words
(e.g., ―ant‖) by embedding them within paragraphs that describe their new meanings.
Explicit recall of these meanings was significantly better when there was a strong
semantic relationship between the novel and existing meanings. This relatedness effect
emerged after relatively brief exposure to the meanings (Experiment 1), but persisted
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when training was extended across seven days (Experiment 2) and when semantically
demanding tasks were used during this extended training (Experiment 3). A lexical
decision task was used to assess the impact of learning on online recognition. The
presence of a semantic relatedness effect on this task was used as an indicator that the
new meanings were sufficiently well integrated into their lexicons to influence online
recognition. This effect was only present in Experiment 3, which indicates that
integration of new meanings into the mental lexicon requires a relatively deep level of
semantic processing of the new meanings.

Symposium:

Identifying familiar and unfamiliar people
Organiser: Dr Rob Jenkins

The neural basis of face recognition
Tim Andrews
University of York
t.andrews@psych.york.ac.uk
The ability to recognize familiar faces across a variety of changes in illumination,
expression, viewing angle and appearance contrasts with the inherent difficulty found in
the perception and matching of unfamiliar faces across similar image manipulations
(Hancock et al., 2000). This difference in perception has been incorporated into cognitive
models of face processing, which propose that familiar and unfamiliar faces are
represented differently in the human visual system (Bruce & Young, 1986; Burton et al.,
1999). These models propose that faces are initially encoded in a pictorial or imagedependent representation. This image-independent representation is used for the
perception and matching of unfamiliar faces. In contrast, the identification of a familiar
face involves the formation of an image-invariant representation - ‗face recognition units‘
(FRUs) - that are used for the perception of identity. Our aim has been to draw on the
predictions from these models to elucidate how images of faces are represented in faceselective regions of the human brain.
Bruce, V., & Young, A. (1986). Understanding Face Recognition. The British Journal of
Psychology, 77, 305-327.
Burton, A. M., Bruce, V., & Hancock, P. J. B. (1999). From pixels to people: A model of
familiar face recognition. Cognitive Science, 23, 1-31.
Hancock, P. J. B., Bruce, V., & Burton, A. M. (2000). Recognition of unfamiliar faces.
Trends in Cognitive Science, 4, 330-337.

A processing system hardly stretched to its limits: Face recognition despite gross
configural distortions
Graham Hole
University of Sussex
g.hole@sussex.ac.uk
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Decades of research have shown that the spatial interrelationship between the
facial features (‗configural‘ information) plays an important role in both familiar and
unfamiliar face recognition. Even small perturbations of a face's configuration can make
it difficult to recognise a face.Yet, paradoxically, familiar faces remain highly
recognisable despite gross affine transformations such as stretching, squashing or
shearing, distortions that markedly affect the configural properties of the faces to which
they are applied (Hole et al, 2002). Not only are these faces easily recognised, but they
also behave identically to their normally-proportioned counterparts in other respects.
They produce identity-specific adaptation effects just like those produced by normallyproportioned adapting stimuli (Hole, 2011); and produce priming effects which are
essentially the same as those produced by their normally-proprtioned versions, both
behaviourally and in terms of their effects on the N250r (Bindemann, Burton, Leuthold &
Schweinberger, 2008). What information is present in stretched faces that allows them to
be recognised? And do the effects of stretching differ for familiar and unfamiliar faces?
This talk will describe some recent experiments that attempt to answer these questions.
Bindemann, M., Burton, A.M., Leuthold, H., & Schweinberger, S.R. (2008). Eventrelated potentials of face recognition: Geometric distortions and the N250r brain response
to stimulus repetitions. Psychophysiology, 45, 535-544.
Hole, G.J. (2011). Identity-specific face adaptation effects: Evidence for abstractive face
representations, Cognition, 119, 216-228.
Hole, G.J., George, P.A., Eaves, K., & Razek, A. (2002) Effects of Geometric Distortions
on Face Recognition Performance. Perception, 31, 1221-1240.

Detecting identity fraud in passport applications: Improving human operator performance
through better understanding of unfamiliar face processing
Richard Kemp1, David White1 and Michael Matheson2
1. University of New South Wales
2. Australian Passport Office

richard.kemp@unsw.edu.au
The ability to establish the identity of a person is critical in the fight against
terrorism and crime. Despite advances in biometrics technology, identification is
normally verified by comparing a person‘s appearance to the image in a photo-ID
document such as a passport. To protect the value of the passport as an identification
document, applications must be screened for identity fraud and this requires staff to check
the photograph of the applicant against other images held on file. Research shows that
this task of matching images of unfamiliar faces is a difficult and error prone. In this
paper we report the results of a series of studies designed to test whether it is possible to
enhance the accuracy with which participants can match unfamiliar face images using a
variety of techniques including, directing attention to certain areas of the face, providing
feedback training, and providing multiple comparison images. We also investigate how
training interacts with individual differences in face matching ability. Our results show
that these techniques can result in significant increases in matching accuracy. The
theoretical and practical implications of these findings will be discussed.
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How facial beauty affects exploration
Helmut Leder
University of Vienna
helmut.leder@univie.ac.at
Faces reveal many kinds of information. Facial beauty is often assumed to be a
prototypical example of the aesthetic sense. The relevance of aesthetic evaluation can be
shown by its influence on explicit behaviour. In one study, (Leder, Tinio, Fuchs & Bohrn,
2010) we investigated how aesthetics guides our exploration of the environment. We
embedded pairs of attractive and nonattractive faces into complex, real-world urban
scenes and measured eye movements during scene viewing. We found that attractive
faces elicited longer looks, which suggests that the aesthetic response orients people
toward the rewarding and pleasing aspects of the environment. Then, we examined
whether these effects of attractiveness were sensitive to situational factors. Prior to
viewing the scenes, perceivers were subjected to a threat or social approach manipulation.
In accordance with the hypothesis that males have higher aggression potential than
females, there were no differences in fixation durations between attractive and
nonattractive male faces in the threat condition. In the social approach condition, both
female and male attractive faces received longer looks. These results suggest that the
aesthetic response to faces orients people not only to the pleasing aspects of their
environment, but also to those features that are adaptively relevant. The findings will also
be discussed in respect to additional results.
Leder, H., Tinio, P. P. L., Fuchs, I. M., & Bohrn, I. (2010). When attractiveness demands
longer looks: The effects of situation and gender. Quarterly Journal of Experimental
Psychology, 63, 1858-1871.

Computational Models of Face Recognition: Where are we now? Where do we go next?
Alice O‘Toole
University of Texas
otoole@utdallas.edu
Over the past two decades, computational models of face recognition have led to
important insights about the properties of human memory for faces. Recent comparisons
between humans and state-of-the-art face recognition algorithms have demonstrated that
the best computer systems are now more accurate than humans on some challenging face
recognition tasks. I will review human-machine comparison studies that consider both
qualitative and quantitative aspects of face recognition. The results of these studies
suggest that although computational models have made enormous progress solving face
recognition tasks, the current ―state-of-the-art‖ for machines is only at the level of human
abilities for unfamiliar face recognition. I will argue that real human expertise for faces
lies, not in our ability to selectively remember so many individual faces, but rather in our
impressive abilities to recognize fewer people, with great reliability and robustness. The
key to this expertise may lie in the representations we make of the whole person,
including the shape and motions of their body and face. For this reason, it is important to
study not only face recognition, but to consider how person recognition unfolds in natural
viewing
environments.
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Neurophysiological correlates of face recognition
Stefan R. Schweinberger
Friedrich Schiller University
stefan.schweinberger@uni-jena.de
Over the past two decades, my colleagues and I have used cognitive and
computational models (e.g., Burton et al., 1990) as frameworks for studying
neurophysiological correlates of face perception. Face recognition can be conceived as a
complex facility, requiring the orchestrated activity of multiple neuro-cognitive
subroutines (cf. contributions in Person Perception 25 years after Bruce and Young
(1986). Special Issue, British Journal of Psychology, 102(4), 695-974). Here I will argue
that a substantial part of past electrophysiological research has seen a strong focus on the
N170, at the expense of other face-sensitive ERP components including those that were
shown to relate more specifically to individual face recognition. I will discuss current
evidence for multiple face-sensitive ERPs which suggests that (a) the N170 is related to
face detection and structural encoding, but not recognition, (b) the occipitotemporal P200
is sensitive to second-order spatial configuration, and may index processes related to
unfamiliar face learning and population expertise, (c) the posterior temporal N250(r) is
highly sensitive to face familiarity and relates to individual face recognition, and (d) a
centroparietal N400 systematically relates to domain-independent access of semantic
information about people. I will argue that because other aspects of face perception (e.g.,
gender, age, attractiveness, eye gaze, emotional expression, trustworthiness etc.) also
depend on multiple neuro-cognitive subroutines, further progress in electrophysiological
research necessitates appreciating a range of electrophysiological ERP components that
relate to different functional components of face perception.
Burton, A. M., Bruce, V., & Johnston, R. A. (1990). Understanding face recognition with
an interactive activation model. British Journal of Psychology, 81, 361–380.
End of Symposium

Predictors of sequential object naming: Visual layout and spatial working memory
capacity
Antje S. Meyer and Agnieszka Konopka
Max Planck Insitute for Psycholinguistics
Antje.meyer@mpi.nl
A central issue in speech production research is how speakers coordinate the
lexical retrieval processes for successive words of an utterance with each other. We
investigated this question by examining whether the time speakers needed to name the
first of two objects depended on its relationship to the second object. Speakers named the
first object more slowly and looked at it for a longer time when the objects belonged to
the same semantic category (e.g. bed –chair) than when they were unrelated (bed –
carrot); however, this semantic interference effect only arose when the objects appeared
immediately adjacent to each other, and not when they were presented a little further
apart. The magnitude of the semantic interference effect on speech latencies depended on
the speakers‘ spatial working memory span. These results highlight that spatial variables
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(such as the physical distance between stimuli) can affect the speakers‘ uptake of visual
information and the time course of lexical retrieval.

Presence of numbers interferes with configural encoding of visuo-spatial patterns
Snehlata Jaswal, Bhargav Mangipudi, and Mulpuru Ravi Teja
Indian Institute of Technology Ropar
sjaswal@iitrpr.ac.in
Studies show either superiority of simultaneous presentation or no differential
effect of simultaneous vs. sequential presentation, especially when set size is within
capacity. It is suggested that the latter may be because even simultaneously presented
items are processed sequentially (e.g., Dent & Smyth, 2006; Zimmer, Speiser, & Seidler,
2003). We used a 3×3 matrix, illuminating five cells at random for 100 ms in each trial.
We compared simultaneous vs. sequential presentation and presence vs. absence of
numbers within the cells illuminated on each trial (the numbers 1 to 9 were used in
locations corresponding to a numeric keypad on a computer keyboard). Participants
pressed the corresponding keys on a numeric keypad. Three competing hypotheses were
tested. If items were indeed processed one by one, the presence of numbers would aid
performance in both simultaneous and sequential presentation conditions. Alternatively,
if simultaneous and sequential presentation led to different types of processing, then
presence of numbers might benefit performance in the sequential mode alone. However,
if both simultaneous and sequential presentations were processed as a spatial pattern, then
the presence of numbers would hamper performance. Results supported this last
hypothesis, suggesting that configural encoding takes place for both simultaneous and
sequential presentation.
Dent, K., & Smyth, M. M. (2006). Capacity limitations and representational shifts in
spatial short term memory. Visual Cognition, 13(5), 529-572.
Zimmer, H. D., Speiser, H. R., & Seidler, B. (2003). Spatio-temporal working-memory
and short-term object-location tasks use different memory mechanisms. Acta
Psychologica, 114(1), 41-65.

Recalling Visual Serial Order for Verbal Sequences
Robert H. Logie1, Satoru Saito2, Aiko Morita3, Samarth Varma1, Dennis
Norris5
1. University of Edinburgh
2. Kyoto University
3. Hiroshima University
4. MRC CBU Cambridge
rlogie@staffmail.ed.ac.uk
We report two experiments in which participants performed written serial recall
of visually presented verbal sequences with items varying in visual similarity. In
Experiment 1 native speakers of Japanese recalled visually presented Japanese Kanji
characters. In Experiment 2, native speakers of English recalled visually presented words.
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In both experiments, items varied in visual similarity and were controlled for
phonological similarity. For Kanji and for English, performance on lists comprising
visually similar items was overall poorer than for lists of visually distinct items across all
serial positions. For mixed lists in which visually similar and visually distinct items
alternated through the list, a clear 'zig-zag' pattern appeared with better recall of the
visually distinct items than for visually similar items. Data pattterns provide new
evidence that retaining a sequence of visual codes relies on similar principles to those that
govern the retention of a sequence of phonological codes. Together with previous
evidence, these results are interpreted as consistent with domain specific memory systems
each of which uses an algorithm that has evolved to be optimal for retention of serial
order in biological systems.

The development of primary memory capacity
Debbora Hall1, Chris Jarrold1, John Towse2, and Amy Zarandi1
1. University of Bristol
2. Lancaster University
debbora.hall@bristol.ac.uk
To understand performance on complex span tasks and relationships with
academic attainment, one should gain accurate estimates of the cognitive processes
contributing to complex span. In this study, estimates of primary memory were derived
using two new tasks (the split-span task and the interleaved lists task) alongside a word
span task and a free recall task. For each task, the total number of items recalled at any
list length were examined, alongside the probability that items would be recalled from the
start of the list. On this basis, across all tasks children in Year One (aged 5-6, n=50)
recalled an average of two items in a list, and children in Year Three (aged 7-8, n=50)
recalled an average of three items in a list, showing developmental progression at a group
level. There were also marked individual differences in capacity. Correlations with
performance on a complex span task and standardised measures of reading and maths
will also be discussed.

Latent change induced by working memory training
Claudia C. von Bastian and Klaus Oberauer
University of Zurich
c.vonbastian@psychologie.uzh.ch

Each of three groups of participants trained one specific functional category of
working memory capacity: storage and processing (complex span), supervision (task
switching), and relational integration (combination tasks). Cognitive abilities were
measured by a broad test battery we administered before, immediately after, and six
months after four weeks of computer-based training. Training groups were compared to
an active control group practicing visual matching tasks. Results revealed large
performance improvements in the tasks trained. Transfer measured by latent difference
score models differed depending on the functional category trained: while storage and
processing training had positive effects on the latent working memory factor, supervision
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training had negative effects on the same factor. The opposite was true for change in the
latent switch costs factor. However, both groups showed at least tendencies of
improvement in the reasoning factor. Relational integration training had only minor
effects. Thus, working memory training can have positive effects on cognitive processes.
Opposing effects depending on the functional category trained could be the reason for
contrary outcomes of previous research.

The effect of task-relevant and irrelevant verbalisations on inhibition in task switching
James A. Grange
Keele University
j.a.grange@psy.keele.ac.uk
Inhibition in task switching is inferred from slower reaction times returning to a
task recently performed (e.g. an ABA sequence) compared to returning to a task not
recently performed (e.g. a CBA sequence). These n–2 repetition costs are thought to
reflect the persisting inhibition of a task when it is switched away from, thus making the
task harder to reactivate if required soon after. Recent analysis has shown n–2 repetition
costs are reduced at faster ends of the reaction time distribution, suggesting endogenous
task-specific preparation can overcome residual inhibition ahead of task performance.
The present set of experiments addressed what such preparation processes might be.
Specifically, the experiments investigated the role of forming a verbal representation of
task demands by having participants make overt verbalisations during task preparation.
Such verbalisations were either relevant for the task (i.e. say a property of the target
relevant for the current trial) or irrelevant (i.e. verbalise an irrelevant stimulus attribute).
Results are discussed in terms of the role of sub-vocal verbalisation during task
performance, and its effect on observable inhibition during task switching.

Mid Career Award Lecture
Understanding face recognition: Are we nearly there yet?
Professor Mike Burton
University of Aberdeen
m.burton@abdn.ac.uk
Face processing has become a very popular field, and yet the key problem of
recognising identity remains unsolved. In fact, the large diversity of approaches to the
problem does not encourage belief that incremental progress is being made. I will review
attempts to understand face recognition, with a particular emphasis on the differences
between familiar and unfamiliar face processing. Based on recent work, I will argue that
we have under-estimated the importance of within-person variability in photos. (For
example, you probably do not look very much like your passport photo.) The proposal is
that this commonplace observation has been ignored both in theoretical and applied
settings (e.g. security). I suggest that embracing this variability (rather than ignoring it,
or controlling it away) is critical to an understanding of face recognition.
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Causal cascades in development from hybrid experimental/correlational models –
Childhood ear problems influencing behaviour and quality of life (QoL).
Mark Haggard1 Helen Spencer1 and Jan M. Zirk-Sadowski2
1. Multi-centre Otis Media
2. University of Cambridge
mph38@cam.ac.uk
Two key features of study design aid causal interpretation of results: manipulated
(experimental) variables, and statistical control. Structural equation modelling (SEM)
offers the nost sophisticated form of statistical control. Multiple regression permits
categorical or continuous variables , but can only hint at causal cascades between
independent variables. SEM incorporates cascades explicitly, so is the more powerful
hybrid. The developmental sequelae from common early ear and hearing problems
(―glue ear‖) offer an illuminating and policy-relevant application of hybrid models. Over
500 children qualified by examination, auditory testing and parental questionnaires for a
randomised treatment trial (ie an experimental design). 376 received one of three widelyused treatment regimens. SEMs based on 4 cascaded stages (risk factors or treatments 
disease markers  behavioural mediators  quality of life), fitted better than models
based on diffuse inter-correlation. The detailed causal cascade structure differed little
when treatment-determined changes were modelled rather than baseline associations,
showing convergent validity. SEMs also dissociated two cascades differentially affected
by two standard treatments. Adenoidectomy influenced the cascade respiratory disease
 sleep  QoL. Ear ventilation influenced the cascade hearing loss language and
behavioural development QoL. Hybrid experimental/correlational models with SEM
have great potential in development and neuroscience.

Cumulative measures for interpreting effect sizes
Peter E. Morris and Catherine O. Fritz
Lanaster University
p.morris@lancaster.ac.uk
Effect size estimates are often omitted from published experimental research and
are almost never interpreted in a meaningful way (Fritz, Morris, & Richler, 2011 online;
Morris & Fritz, under review). Most interpretation is limited to comparison with Cohen‘s
benchmarks for small, medium and large effect sizes, despite their lack of empirical
basis. We propose a more useful approach to interpreting effect sizes based on
cumulative distributions of d and partial eta squared (ηp2). In this paper we report the
distributions of ɳp2 and Cohen‘s d in publications reporting experimental memory and
applied research in 2010; where ɳp2 and Cohen‘s d were not reported we calculated them.
The resulting distributions indicate that Cohen‘s estimates of small, medium and large
effects are under-estimates for these research areas. We offer new cumulative statistics,
Cɳp2 and Cd, which allow effect size estimates to be easily compared with others
observed in experimental memory and applied research. This cumulative approach
supplements our simple, straightforward accounts of how to calculate and use common
effect size estimates (Fritz et al., 2011 online) to provide experimental researchers with
easily available, accessible guidance on reporting and interpreting effect sizes.
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Fritz, C. O., Morris, P. E., & Richler, J. J. (2011, online). Effect size estimates: Current
use, calculations and interpretation Journal of Experimental Psychology: General.
Morris, P. E., & Fritz, C. O. (under review). The reporting of effect sizes in cognitive
research. Under review for Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and
Cognition.

Dissociating expectancy of shock and changes in skin conductance: An investigation of
the Perruchet effect using an electrodermal paradigm.
Fergal W. Jones1, A. McAndrew2, R.P. McLaren2, and I.P.L. McLaren2
1 Canterbury Christ Church University, UK
2 University of Exeter, UK
fergal.jones@canterbury.ac.uk
Past research has suggested that for electrodermal conditioning to occur in
humans, conscious awareness of the contingencies is necessary to produce conditioned
responding, as predicted by single process theories that attribute the CR to conscious
expectancy of the shock. In this paper we examine the Perruchet effect using an
electrodermal paradigm in order to determine whether there is any role for associative
processes in human electrodermal conditioning. We attempted to replicate the basic
effect, whereby expectancy of a US increases over a run of non-reinforced trials whilst
the CR to the CS declines, and the complementary pattern in which expectancy decreases
over a run of reinforced trials whilst the CR to the CS grows in strength. In line with
these patterns, the change in skin conductance response (our CR) as a function of US run
length was found to follow a linear trend opposite to that of conscious expectancy of
shock with respect to US run length. This dissociation supports a dual processing system
account of human Pavlovian conditioning, with conscious, controlled processes
governing expectancy (and subject to the gambler‘s fallacy), whereas automatic,
associative processes determine at least some of the strength of the CR to the CS.

Effects of sleep on knowledge integration and automaticity of processing
Elaine Tham, Shane Lindsay, and Gareth Gaskell
University of York
e.tham@psych.york.ac.uk
We investigated effects of sleep on knowledge integration and automaticity using
Size Congruity Effects (SCEs) and Semantic Distance Effects (SDEs) in second-language
learning. SCEs occur when participants compare semantic or font size of written-word
pairs: responses are faster when both dimensions are congruent. SDEs involve swifter
semantic size judgements for distant size pairs (e.g., BEE-COW) than closer pairs (e.g.,
DOG-COW). These effects reflect automaticity in activating meanings, whereby wellintegrated items may exhibit greater SCEs and SDEs. In Experiment 1, participants
learned Mandarin characters referring to different-sized animals in the evening/morning,
and were tested after 12-hours asleep/awake. During testing, participants saw Mandarin
item-pairs differing in physical-font and semantic size, where half the trials were
congruent and half incongruent. Participants were instructed to select the semantically
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larger item. Equivalent tasks using English stimuli controlled for circadian effects.
Experiment 2 used a similar procedure, but collected polysomnographic data during
sleep. ANOVAs revealed that participants who slept exhibited stronger SCEs and SDEs
than those who remained awake. Moreover, there was a positive correlation between SDE
strength and duration of slow-wave-sleep. There were no equivalent findings for control
English stimuli. This suggests that sleep enhances automaticity, supporting an integrative
role for sleep in memory consolidation.

The relationship between explicit and implicit memory in normal aging
Emma Ward and David Shanks
University College London
emma.ward@ucl.ac.uk
Performance on implicit tests of memory (e.g., priming) is often dissociated from
that on explicit tests (e.g., recognition). For example, despite decrements in recognition
memory, priming in older adults‘ is often comparable in magnitude to that in healthy young
individuals. Such observations are commonly taken as evidence for independent explicit
and implicit memory systems. However, because these studies typically measure
recognition and priming in distinct experimental phases, sampling memory twice on
separate occasions, such dissociations are not inconsistent with single-system accounts of
memory. On a picture version of the continuous identification with recognition task in
which priming and recognition are measured concurrently on each trial, recognition
memory was reduced by both normal aging and a 60min delay. When adequate statistical
power was achieved, priming was also affected by aging. In further experiments, we
explored the influence of test awareness on priming in this task. We found no significant
effects of several manipulations of awareness on the magnitude of priming. We consider
the implications of the results for the memory systems debate.

Exposure to an urban environment alters the local bias of a remote culture
Karina J. Linnell, Serge Caparos, Lubna Ahmed, Andrew J Bremner, Jan
de Fockert and Jules Davidoff
Goldsmiths, University of London
K.J.Linnell@gold.ac.uk
Traditional Himba (a semi-nomadic people living in an isolated area of Northern
Namibia), exhibit a strong local bias compared to Japanese and Westerners in both the
Ebbinghaus illusion (De Fockert et al., 2007) and in a similarity-matching task (Davidoff
et al., 2008). Using these two tasks, we measured the effect of exposure to an urban
environment on their local bias. Even a brief exposure to an urban environment caused a
shift in processing style: the local bias was reduced in traditional Himba who had visited
a local town and even more reduced in urbanised Himba who had moved to that town on
a permanent basis. We propose that exposure to an urban environment contributes to the
global bias found in Western and Japanese populations.
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Davidoff, J., Fonteneau, E., & Fagot, J. (2008). Local and global processing:
Observations from a remote culture. Cognition, 108, 702-709.
De Fockert, J., Davidoff, J., Fagot, J., Parron, C., & Goldstein, J. (2007). More accurate
size contrast judgments in the Ebbinghaus Illusion by a remote culture. Journal of
Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 33, 738-742.

The Effects of Aging on Selection by Visual Saliency
Kamen A. Tsvetanov, Carmel Mevorach, Harriet Allen and Glyn W.
Humphreys
University of Birmingham
kat893@bham.ac.uk
Selection by saliency was examined in older adults. Participants were asked to
identify either global or local levels of hierarchical stimuli, while the saliency of the
target and distractor levels was varied. Older adults were less efficient than younger
adults in the suppression of high saliency distractors for both local and global levels of
target selection, even when the effects were scaled by overall differences in task
performance. The data provide evidence for an age-related decline in non-spatial
attentional selection of low-saliency stimuli. We discuss the implications of these results
for understanding both the interaction between saliency and hierarchical processing and
the effects of aging on visual attention.

Selection-for-perception constrains selection-for-action
Robert D. McIntosh and Sebastian Sandoval Similä
University of Edinburgh
r.d.mcintosh@ed.ac.uk
Like efficient perception, the coherent control of action requires selective
attention. Given the well-established behavioural distinction between vision-forperception and vision-for-action, a key question is whether the selection of visual
information for perception and for action depend on common or separable mechanisms.
Previous work provides a partial answer, as the preparation of visually-guided eye or
hand movements is known to enhance perceptual acuity for the action target (see
Schneider & Deubel, 2002). Selection-for-action thus constrains selection-for-perception;
but the reverse relation has been less explored, so it is unknown whether selection-forperception similarly constrains selection-for-action. We present a series of experiments
that establish, for the first time, that the voluntary allocation of visual attention for the
purpose of perceptual discrimination entails motor preparation, during both the initiation
of a reaching movement, and its online guidance. Not only must we look where we are
going, but we tend to go where we are looking. This reciprocal yoking of perception and
action is consistent with a shared attentional mechanism, which may operate through
spatially selective modulation of early vision.
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Schneider WX & Deubel H (2002). Selection-for-perception and selection-for-spatialmotor-action are coupled by visual attention: A review of recent findings and new
evidence from stimulus-driven saccade control. In W.Prinz & B Hommel: Attention and
Performance XIX: Common Mechanisms in Perception and Action. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, pp. 609-627.

Lower visual field preference for action in human superior-parietal occipital cortex
(SPOC)
Stéphanie Rossit1,2 , Teresa McAdam2, D. Adam Mclean2, Melvyn A.
Goodale2 and Jody C. Culham2
1. Glasgow Caledonian University
2. University of Western Ontario
rossit.sb@gmail.com
Humans are more efficient when performing actions towards objects presented in
the lower visual field than in the upper visual field. This fits well with neurophysiological
evidence that neurons within dorsal visual stream regions over-represent the lower visual
field relative to the upper visual field. The present study used slow event-related
functional magnetic resonance imaging to examine whether human brain areas implicated
in action would also show such visual field preferences. Participants were asked to fixate
one of four different positions allowing objects to be presented in the upper left, upper
right, lower left or lower right visual field. In some trials they reached to grasp the object
with the right hand while in others they passively viewed the object. The left superior
parieto-occipital cortex (SPOC) and the left precuneus, brain areas implicated in the
control of reaching, were significantly more activated when participants grasped objects
presented in the lower visual field relative to the upper visual field. Importantly, no such
visual field preferences were observed in these regions during passive viewing. These
findings indicate that the neural responses within these regions may reflect a functional
lower visual field advantage during visually-guided actions.

Action selection mechanisms contribute prospectively to the sense of control
Patrick Haggard1, Valerian Chambon1, Simone Kuhn2, Dorit Wenke2 and
Martin Voss2
1 University College London
2 Charite Hospital, Berlin
p.haggard@ucl.ac.uk
People generally have a clear sense of whether they are the agents of an external
event or not. Most work assumes that this ‗sense of control‘ is computed retrospectively,
by comparing what actually happened with what one intended. We show that sense of
control also involves an additional, prospective component. We presented subliminal
masked arrow primes before supraliminal left and right pointing arrows, which triggered
corresponding keypresses. Keypresses were followed by appearance of a colour.
Participants rated how much they felt in control of the colour. One set of colours
appeared when participants had been primed compatibly with the action they
subsequently made, and another set when they had been incompatibly primed.
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Participants reported a stronger sense when they had been compatibly primed. Crucially,
the relation between actions and colours was equally predictable on all trials, ruling out
explanations based on retrospective comparison. Instead, we suggest that primes
influence fluency of action selection, and action selection mechanisms contribute
prospectively to sense of control. We report additional experimental data on cognitive
and neural mechanisms underlying this prospective aspect of sense of control.

Symposium:

Recent developments in the systems neuroscience of long-term
memory
Organiser: Dr Rik Henson (MRS CBU Cambridge)

Episodic Simulation and Memory of the Future
Dan Schacter
Harvard University
dls@wjh.harvard.edu
One function of episodic memory that has been largely overlooked until recently
is its role in allowing individuals to imagine or simulate possible future experiences.
However, a rapidly growing number of recent studies show that simulating future
experiences depends on much of the same cognitive and neural machinery as does
remembering past experiences. A number of these studies have emphasized the adaptive
value of episodic simulations in allowing individuals to prepare for upcoming events,
which is likely related to how well simulations are retained and remembered – a process
that has been referred to as ―memory of the future.‖ We have begun to study memory of
the future, using experimental procedures that allow us to control key elements of
episodic simulations and later test memory for those elements. This talk will review
fMRI evidence implicating the hippocampus in the encoding of episodic simulations, and
behavioral evidence that reveals differences in the retention of emotionally positive and
negative simulations over time. The talk will consider implications of the findings for
adaptive accounts of episodic simulation, as well as the relation between memory for
future simulations and memory for intentions as studied in traditional prospective
memory paradigms.

Predictive, Interactive Multiple Memory Systems
Rik Henson
MRC CBU Cambridge
Rik.Henson@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
The influential ―SPI‖ model of memory (Tulving & Gazzaniga, 1995) posits
Serial encoding, Parallel storage and Independent retrieval from Perceptual to Semantic
to Episodic memory systems (subsequently extended by Graham, Simons et al. (2000) to
include a direct route from Perceptual to Episodic systems). In a new model called
PIMMS (―Predictive Interactive Multiple Memory Systems‖; Henson & Gagnepain,
2010), we emphasize instead interactions between hierarchically-organised systems
during both encoding and retrieval. More specifically, at least three systems are assumed:
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one that encodes novel associations between items and spatial/temporal contexts,
supported primarily by the hippocampus (akin to episodic memory); one that extracts
combinations of perceptual features that define items, supported primarily by anterior
temporal cortex (akin to semantic memory); and others that represent the sensory features
extracted from a stimulus, supported by higher sensory cortices (akin to perceptual
memory). The ―backward‖ influences between these systems transmit predictions about
the current item/features based on the current context/item respectively. Importantly, it is
the resulting ‗‗prediction error‘‘—the difference between these predictions and the
forward transmission of sensory evidence from lower systems—that drives memory
encoding and retrieval. I describe how this PIMMS framework makes novel predictions
for behavioural and neuroimaging experiments.
Graham KS, Simons JS, Pratt KH, Patterson K, Hodges JR. 2000. Insights from semantic
dementia on the relationship between episodic and semantic memory. Neuropsychologia
38:313–324.
Henson, R.N. & Gagnepain, P. (2010). Predictive, Interactive Multiple Memory Systems.
Hippocampus, 20, 1315-1326.
Tulving E, Gazzaniga MS. 1995. Organization of Memory: Quo Vadis? The Cognitive
Neurosciences. Cambridge: MIT Press. pp 839–847.

Anterior prefrontal cortex and human memory: Process versus representation
Sam Gilbert
University College London
sam.gilbert@ucl.ac.uk
In this talk I will discuss the role of anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC,
approximating Brodmann Area 10) in human memory. In the past decade there has been
an enormous accumulation of neuroimaging evidence on the functions of this region. In
particular, several classes of task have been identified that reliably yield signal change
within aPFC. Thus our ability to make ―forward inferences‖, that is, to predict that a
certain task is likely to engage aPFC, is relatively strong. By contrast, our ability to make
―reverse inferences‖, i.e. infer the engagement of specific cognitive processes on the
basis of activation(s) within aPFC is weak or nonexistent. This problem is complicated by
the existence of fine-grained functional specialization within this region, such that
cognitively dissimilar tasks can yield patterns of activation that are difficult – but not
impossible – to distinguish. I will argue that studies seeking to investigate information
represented within aPFC may be particularly helpful in advancing our understanding of
this region, and discuss this in relation to the domain of prospective memory.

The spatiotemporal dynamics of source recollection
Zara Bergstrom
University of Cambridge
zmb25@cam.ac.uk
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fMRI research suggests that different frontal and parietal cortical regions support
strategic processes that are engaged at different stages of recollection, from pre-retrieval
processing of a cue to post-retrieval maintenance or evaluation. Whereas some of these
regions respond in a content-general way, other regions are sensitive to the type of
information being recollected. However, fMRI has low temporal resolution and therefore
cannot distinguish component processes at the time-scale at which recollection occurs.
We therefore combined fMRI with EEG/MEG—which has excellent temporal
resolution—in order to investigate the spatiotemporal neural dynamics of source
recollection. fMRI and EEG/MEG data were collected from the same participants in two
sessions while they retrieved two different types of source information. For contentgeneral recollection, results from both modalities converged in showing the strongest
activations in parietal cortex, which according to EEG/MEG was reliable at a postrecollection stage. Content-specific source recollection increased fMRI and EEG/MEG
activation in the left lateral PFC, and EEG/MEG again suggested that this region was
recruited at a post-retrieval stage. The results show remarkable consistency between
regions identified with fMRI and EEG/MEG, and the combination of methods provide
novel evidence of how these regions interact over time to support source recollection.

Familiarity and recollection and the functional differentiation of the medial temporal
lobes
Andrew Mayes
University of Manchester
andrew.mayes@manchester.ac.uk
It is now generally agreed that the different structures of the medial temporal
lobes mediate different functions. However, there has been a dispute for over a decade
about whether this functional differentiation involves familiarity and recollection, two
kinds of memory that differ both with respect to whether cued recall is present and
whether contextual-stimulus associations or just stimulus information is being
remembered. I will argue that the neocortical cytoarchitectonics of the perirhinal and
parahippocampal cortices suit them to create the kind of memory representations that are
good at supporting familiarity, but not recollection for their respective object-related and
broadly context-related inputs. In contrast, the largely palaeocortical hippocampus has a
cytoarchitectonics that enables to create relational memory representations that support
recollection well, but not familiarity. It is also argued that inter-component object
associations can also be supported by the perirhinal cortex so as to support familiarity and
that, if context-context associations can be rapidly formed, they will be mediated by
parahippocampal cortex and be well supported by familiarity. Behavioural, lesion and
fMRI evidence that examines these claims, some of which has been done and some of
which needs to be done, will be discussed.
End of Symposium
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The neural and cognitive time course of resolving conflict between perspectives
Andrew Surtees1,2, Sandra Utz2, Ian Apperly2 and Joseph McCleery2
1. Université catholique de Louvain
2. University of Birmingham
andrew.surtees@uclouvain.be
Multiple brain regions have been implicated in neuroimaging and
neuropsychological studies of Theory of Mind (ToM). In a recent paper, McCleery et al.
(2011), we used Event Related Potentials to investigate the cognitive and neural time
course of ToM using a visual perspective-taking task (Samson et al., 2010). Participants
made judgements of self and other perspectives in situations where they were either
consistent or inconsistent. An earlier posterior component indexed self and other
perspectives and a right frontal component appeared to resolve conflict between
perspectives. That a late frontal component resolved conflicting perspectives suggests a
role for executive function in selecting between perspectives that have been calculated. In
a follow up study, we investigated whether conflicts between perspectives may have
occurred earlier. By systematically manipulating whether a given perspective matched a
probe, we found evidence of N400-like components for all our conditions (thought to be
evidence of semantic integration). These components differed between self and other
perspective-taking, and between consistent and inconsistent trials. Contradictions
between self and other perspectives seem to require semantic resolution at a relatively
early stage of processing as well as resolution through executive control before making
an appropriate decision/response.
McCleery, J. P., Surtees, A. D. R., Graham, K. A., Richards, J. E. & Apperly, I. A.
(2011). The Neural and Cognitive Time Course of Theory of Mind. The Journal of
Neuroscience, 31(36).
Samson, D., Apperly, I. A., Braithwaite, J. J., Andrews, B. J. & Bodley-Scott, SJ (2010).
Seeing it their way: Evidence for rapid and involuntary computation of what others see.
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 36, 12551266.

The social side of speech comprehension under challenging listening conditions
Patti Adank and Chloe Jones
University of Manchester
patti.adank@manchester.ac.uk
Listeners can generally understand each other in a wide variety of challenging
listening conditions. However, the cognitive mechanisms accounting for this robustness
are not fully understood. The present experiment explored whether individual social
cognitive ability predicted speech comprehension in background noise. Participants were
presented with sentences that varied in semantic predictability (high and low) and were
presented in varying levels of background noise. Participants identified the last word of
each sentence. Individual empathic ability (cognitive and emotional empathy), theory of
mind, and IQ were measured. The results first showed an interaction for the error scores
between the background noise and semantic predictability: more errors were made in
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higher background levels for low-predictability sentences. Empathic ability predicted
difference between in performance for high- and low predictability sentences, but theory
of mind and IQ did not. High cognitively empathic ability predicted a higher reliance
semantic information than was the case for high emotional empathic ability. The findings
illustrate that cognitively empathic individuals may rely on semantic information to infer
speakers‘ intentions during speech comprehension in noise, while emotionally empathic
individuals may rely more on other social cues. The results are discussed in the context of
contemporary theories for speech comprehension.

The effect of reader's mood on semantic anomaly detection: Does being in a good mood
mean that you are more likely to bury the survivors?
Jason Bohan
University of Glasgow
Jason.bohan@glasgow.ac.uk
Failure to detect semantic anomalies such as, ―Where should the survivors of a
plane crash be buried?‖ is taken as evidence for shallow processing in language
comprehension (Barton & Sanford, 1994). Non-detection of these anomalies suggests that
readers do not carry out an exhaustive lexico-semantic analysis of all words in a sentence,
yet still manage to construct a coherent representation of the message. Given that shallow
processing is ubiquitous in language the dynamic properties which determine when and
why we process to a particular depth must be fully delineated (Bohan & Sanford, 2008).
Depth of semantic processing is modulated by several factors associated with the text,
e.g., focus and complexity (Sanford, 2002). However, it has also been suggested that an
individual‘s mood state affects cognitive processing, so that a happy mood results in
shallow processing, and a sad mood deeper processing (Clore & Huntsinger, 2007). If so
then mood may also modulate the depth of semantic processing a word is afforded. I
predicted that a sad mood would result in deeper processing, as evidenced by higher rates
of anomaly detection, compared to those in a happy mood. To investigate the influence of
mood on the on-line processing of anomaly detection I will present eye movement data
for ‗happy‘ and ‗sad‘ participants when they consciously detected and missed survivorstype anomalies.
Barton, S., & Sanford, A.J. (1993). A case study of anomaly detection: Shallow semantic
processing and cohesion establishment. Memory & Cognition, 21, 477-487.
Bohan, J., & Sanford, A. J. (2008) Anomaly detection at the borderline of consciousness:
An eyetracking study Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology. 61, 232-239.
Clore, G.L., & Huntsinger, J.R. (2007). How emotions inform judgement and regulate
thought. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 11 (9), 393-399.
Sanford, A. J. (2002). Context, attention, and depth of processing during interpretation.
Mind and Language, 17, 188-206.
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Spatial frequency filtering reveals age-related differences in reading
Kevin Paterson, Victoria McGowan and Tim Jordan
University of Leicester
kbp3@le.ac.uk
Visual abilities decline with age and this may have profound effects on the
reading performance of older adults (aged 65+). However, the visual content of text
actually used by older adults, and how this differs from the visual content used by
younger adults (aged 18-30), remains to be determined. To investigate this issue, the
reading behaviour of young and older adults was assessed using a gaze-contingent
moving window paradigm in which text was shown normally within a region centred at
the point of gaze while text outside this region was filtered to contain only coarse,
medium, or fine visual content. For young adults, reading performance was affected by
the visual content of text outside windows up to 9 characters wide, and reading was
disrupted most when this text contained only coarse visual content. In contrast, the older
adults‘ reading performance was affected by the visual content of text outside windows at
least18 characters wide, and reading was disrupted most when this text contained only
fine visual content. These findings indicate that older adults are sensitive to the visual
content of text from a wider area than young adults, and rely more than young adults on
coarse visual content when reading.

Transfer effects in spelling from transparent Greek to opaque English in seven- to tenyear-old children : A longitudinal study
Georgia Z. Niolaki and Jackie Masterson
Institute of Education
gniolaki01@ioe.ac.uk
The study investigated single word spelling performance in English of 46 GreekEnglish biliterate students. Participants were tested at Time 1, when age ranged from 85
to 121 months and at Time 2, one year later. At Time 1 they were divided into two groups
on the basis of their reading and spelling proficiency in Greek. The prediction was that
children with higher proficiency in Greek would demonstrate more reliance on sublexical
strategies for spelling in English. Alternatively, those with low levels of proficiency in
Greek might show more reliance on lexical strategies for spelling in English. At both
times of assessment, pupils with stronger Greek reading and spelling ability made more
phonologically appropriate errors and their spelling in English was predicted by
phonological ability. Pupils with weaker Greek reading and spelling made more nonphonologically appropriate errors, and their spelling in English was predicted by
performance in visual memory. Results were contrasted with those of English and Greek
monolingual groups. Monolingual English children‘s spelling performance was predicted
by visual memory and phonological ability, while monolingual Greek children‘s spelling
was predicted by phonological ability. The results are interpreted in terms of transfer of
literacy processes from one language to another in biliterates.
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EPS Prize Lecture
Memory and the brain: Convergence and divergence between neuroimaging and
neuropsychology
Jon S. Simons
University of Cambridge
jss30@cam.ac.uk
Many cognitive neuroscience researchers use methods such as neuroimaging or
neuropsychology, and a growing number are interested in combining evidence from both
approaches to inform the development of cognitive theories and to better understand
cognitive disorders. The fMRI and lesion methods are often considered complementary,
but they measure the relationship between brain and behaviour in very different ways.
Thus, although convergent results are sometimes observed, this is not always the case. In
this talk, I will consider examples from our work on memory in which consistent findings
have emerged from neuroimaging and neuropsychology, such as in work on medial
prefrontal cortex and recollection, and instances in which the results have pointed
towards differing interpretations, such as apparently conflicting findings about a possible
parietal lobe role in remembering. I will argue that both convergent and divergent
outcomes can be informative and indeed that, in many cases, integrating neuroimaging
and neuropsychology data provides a more complete understanding, helping to
distinguish between competing theoretical accounts and to inform the understanding of
cognitive dysfunction in neurological and psychiatric disorders.
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Abstract rule learning in typically developing and G-SLI adolescents: An ERP study
Heather van der Lely1, Elena Kushnerenko2, Ansgar Endress3, Andrew
Nevins4, Outi Tuomainen5
1. Harvard University
2. University of East London
3. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
4. University College London
5. MRC Institute of Hearing Research
hvdlely@wjh.harvard.edu
We employed event-related brain potentials (ERPs) to explore the acquisition of
an artificial grammar in both typical and atypical language developing children and
adults. The atypical language group is composed of children previously found to have a
selective impairment in language-specific brain responses to syntactic violations—so
called Grammatical(G)-SLI. Triplets of syllables following either the ABA or ABB
structure. Each structure was presented as legal in separate blocks with the alternative
structure, presented infrequently, and serving as illegal target stimuli for subjects to press
a response button. The overall methodology ensured that subjects had to form an abstract
representation of the rule. The TD teenagers‘ responses revealed a frontal central
negativity and a typical P300.The results revealed a significant decrease in ERP
amplitudes over parietal regions and no significant frontal central negativity in G-SLI
subjects. Dividing the G-SLI subjects according to behavioural data on the task, those
who passed showed a decreased P300 where as those who failed did not reveal any P300.
Neither passers or failers showed the frontal negativity. We discuss the possible
functional interpretation of our findings with respect to difficulties in constructing
speaker-independent phonological representations and abstract rule learning and its role
in typical and atypical grammatical acquisition.

The relationship between vocabulary acquisition, memory and sleep in children
Anna Weighall1, Lisa Henderson2 and Gareth Gaskell2
1. Sheffield Hallam University
2. University of York
a.r.weighall@shu.ac.uk
Although the acquisition of a novel spoken form is often rapid, previous research
on adults suggests that integration of novel and existing knowledge (measured by
engagement in lexical competition) requires a consolidation period associated with sleep.
These findings are well-explained by neural models of learning in which sleep provides
an opportunity for hippocampal information to be fed into long-term neocortical memory.
It remains unclear whether this time-course dissociation characterises word learning in
children. Fifty-three children (7 - 12 years) were exposed to novel competitor words at
07:30-09:30 (AM Group) or 17:30-19:30 (PM Group). Whilst children were able to
recognise and recall some novel words immediately after exposure, performance
improved significantly after sleep (at the 12-hr retest for the PM Group and the 24-hr
retest for the AM Group) and remained good 8 days later. Similarly, novel words only
induced competition effects after a period of sleep (rather than wake). Consistent with
previous developmental research children also showed sleep-associated improvements in
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declarative but, (counter to previous adult findings) not procedural memory. These
findings suggest that children utilize a dual-memory system in the acquisition and
integration of vocabulary. Since previous research into vocabulary acquisition in children
has largely focused on the immediate consequences of word learning, the present data
call for a shift in our conception of vocabulary acquisition in development.

Time-based and event-based prospective memory in autism spectrum disorder: The roles
of theory of mind and executive functioning

.

David Williams1, Jill Boucher2, and Chris Jarrold3
1. City University of London
2. Durham University
3. University of Bristol
david.williams@durham.ac.uk

“Prospective memory” (PM) is the ability to execute an intended action after a
delay, without any explicit instruction to do so. Event-based PM involves remembering
to carry out an intention upon the occurrence of a specified event (e.g., remove a pan
from the stove when the timer goes off). Time-based PM involves remembering to
execute an intention at a particular time-point (e.g., remove the pan in 10 minutes time).
Time-based PM relies much more heavily on internal control mechanisms and the selfinitiated reactivation of one’s intention, given that no event is present to cue retrieval. In
the current study, 20 high-functioning children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and
9 age- and IQ-matched comparison participants have completed time- and event-based
PM tasks, as well as measures of retrospective memory, executive functioning, and
theory of mind. Data collection is ongoing (n = 20 per group is the target sample).
Currently, there is a significant Group (ASD/comparison) × PM task (Event-based/timebased) interaction, f(1, 27) = 5.25, p = .03, reflecting diminished performance among
participants with ASD on the time-based PM task only. Correlations among measures
will be discussed, as will evidence of group differences in the cognitive mechanisms
underlying PM task performance.
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An exploration of the Working Memory deficit in Dyslexia: Applying signal detection
theory to the N-back paradigm
Jumana Ahmad, Heather Ferguson, and Howard Bowman
University of Kent
ja337@kent.ac.uk
Clinical psychologists and researchers have long noted a working memory (WM)
impairment in dyslexia. When impaired, phonological awareness and decoding are
implicated, due to a reduction in the ability to consciously detect and manipulate
linguistic material. An essential component for understanding the nature of dyslexia is to
understand the underlying information processing strategies associated with this
impairment. EEG was applied alongside an N-back task to examine the behavioural and
neurological responses associated with WM in dyslexic (N=15) and control (N=15)
individuals. Stimuli (letters and objects) were presented individually in a sequential
stream, and participants indicated whether the current stimulus matched one presented N
items back (N=1,2,3 or 4). Behavioural data from the ‗letters‘ task found a significant
Group*Trial-type interaction, demonstrating that while dyslexic individuals were
significantly impaired in detecting targets, they showed higher accuracy than the controls
in correctly rejecting non-targets. Signal detection theory demonstrated that dyslexic
individuals have a higher criterion value for discriminating between target and non-target
stimuli. Interestingly when objects were used as stimuli, dyslexic individuals showed no
impairment compared to controls. Preliminary ERP analyses revealed an increasing P300
amplitude as WM load increased, and differences in the topography of these effects
between the two groups.

Phonological priming is real for SMS shortcuts
Kirsten E.Bartlett, Jane L.Morgan and Anna L.Weighall
Sheffield Hallam University
k.e.bartlett@shu.ac.uk
Theories of visual word recognition agree that words are recognised via activation
of orthographic and phonological mental representations, however, researchers disagree
on the order in which these are activated. For example, the Dual Route Cascaded model
(DRC; Coltheart et al, 2001) assumes a dominant role for orthographic processing,
whereas strong phonological theorists (i.e. Van Orden et al, 1990) propose that activation
of phonological and orthographic representations occur in parallel. This study, using a
masked priming paradigm, investigated the extent that a pseudohomophone prime (i.e.
/mait/ mate) can facilitate reaction times to SMS shortcut targets (i.e. M8). The results
show that pseudohomophones facilitate recognition of SMS shortcuts when compared to
a baseline condition (%%% - M8) and a graphemic control condition (maut– M8). These
results suggest support for the early activation of phonology in visual word recognition
and the findings are discussed in relation to the DRC and Parallel Distributed Processing
models (Harm & Seidenberg, 2004).
Coltheart, M., Rastle, K., Perry, C & Ziegler, J., (2001) DRC: A Dual Route Cascaded
Model of Visual Word Recognition and Reading Aloud. Psychological Review, 108 (1)
204-256
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Harm, M.W. & Seidenberg, M.S. (2004) Computing the Meanings of Words in Reading:
Cooperative Division of Labor Between Visual and Phonological Processes.
Psychological Review, 111 (3) 662-720
Van Orden, G. C., Stone, G.O. & Pennington, B.F., (1990), Word Identification in
Reading and the Promise of Subsymbolic Psycholinguistics, Psychological Review, 97,
(4) 488-522

Holistic perception of faces: Direct evidence from frequency-tagging stimulation
Adriano Boremanse and Bruno Rossion
Université catholique de Louvain
adriano.boremanse@uclouvain.be
We investigated how the human brain integrates object parts into coherent global
visual representations by means of frequency-tagging (Regan & Heron, 1969).
Participants saw a whole face whose left and right halves flickered at 5.87 and 7.14 Hz
(counterbalanced). In a first control condition, half faces were spatially separated by 0.29
visual degrees. In order to control for interpretation of the interaction terms as reflecting a
border effect, vertically misaligned half faces sharing the same amount of border as in the
normal whole face condition were presented. Inverted faces were also presented in a third
control condition. EEG signal showed posterior responses at fundamental frequencies of
stimulation (5.87 and 7.14 Hz), and at several interaction terms (e.g., 5.87 + 7.14 = 13.01
Hz) at occipito-parieto-temporal sites, with a right hemisphere advantage. EEG power of
the first order interaction term (13.01 Hz) decreased significantly for the three control
conditions: spatial separation, misalignment and inversion of half faces. Importantly, this
effect could not be accounted for merely by considering the sum of EEG amplitude of the
fundamental frequencies. Overall, the presence and behaviour of interaction terms in the
frequency-tagging method provides direct evidence for integration of facial parts into a
holistic representation.
Functional and structural connectivity underlying the aged brain‘s response to difficult
tasks
Simon W. Davis1 and Roberto Cabeza2
1. University of Cambridge
2. Duke University
simon@csl.psychol.cam.ac.uk
Aging brings with it a dynamic reorganization of the brain regions used to
complete cognitive tasks. One of the most ubiquitous patterns in the neuroimaging of
aging is the increase in bilateral rather than unilateral activity in the prefrontal cortex.
However, the behavioral conditions which engender this bilateral reorganization are not
well understood. In this study we sought to assess age-related differences in the
lateralisation of function with two complex cognitive tasks which carefully manipulate
task difficulty. We use functional and structural connectivity measures to examine the
hypothesis that older adults show a greater reliance than younger adults on the
interhemispheric transfer of information. We found that functional connectivity increased
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in both groups as a function of task difficulty. Furthermore, in older—but not younger
adults—this difficulty-related increase in functional connectivity was associated with
stronger white matter connectivity for callosal fibre tracts connecting task-relevant
regions. These findings suggest that the bilateral pattern of activity observed in older
adults is associated with greater interhemispheric connectivity, and that this
bihemispheric processing is constrained by white matter anatomy.

What is a visual object? Evidence from the reduced interference of grouping in multiple
object tracking for children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD)
Lee de-Wit, Kris Evers, Birgitt Haesen and Johan Wagemans
University of Leuven
Lee.deWit@psy.kuleuven.be
Objects offer a critical unit with which we can organise our experience of the
world. However, whilst their influence on perception and cognition may be fundamental,
understanding how objects are constructed from sensory input remains a key challenge
for vision research and psychology in general. A potential window into the means by
which objects are constructed in the visual system is offered by the influence that they
have on the allocation of attention. In Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) for example,
attention is automatically allocated to whole objects, even when this interferes with the
tracking of the parts of these objects. In this study we demonstrate that this default
tendency to track whole objects is reduced in children with Autistic Spectrum Disorders
(ASD). This result both validates the use of MOT as a window into how objects are
generated in the visual system and highlights how the reduced bias towards more global
processing in ASD could influence further stages of cognition by altering the way in
which attention selects information for further processing.

Setting the alarm: The role of consolidation in acquiring the emotional attributes of words
Nicolas Dumay1, Dinkar Sharma2, Nora Kellen2 and Sarah Abdelrahim2
1
Basque Center on Cognition, Brain and Language, 2University of Kent
n.dumay@bcbl.eu
This study examines how words' emotional attributes affect linguistic processing
and whether their acquisition requires consolidation. Participants were exposed to two
sets of associations between made-up words (e.g., 'knirck'), both spoken and written, and
pictures with either an emotionally negative or a neutral content (e.g., 'a dead sheep' vs. 'a
pizza'). One set of associations was learnt one week before the test, giving them more
time/sleep to consolidate; the other set was learnt either 6hrs or immediately before the
test. The novel words' ability to evoke their emotional attributes was assessed using both
a Stroop-like colour identification task (which did not work) and an auditory analog, i.e.,
pause detection. Picture-word association showed poorer memory for negative than
neutral words and similar forgetting in both conditions. In striking contrast, pause
detection revealed no emotionality effect for words learnt either 6hrs or immediately
before the test (-4 and -3 ms), but robust interference (+30 ms) for seven-day old negative
compared to neutral words. These findings indicate that it takes words' emotional
attributes between 6hrs and seven days to be fully operational. Given our rotated design,
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they also demonstrate that alarming words produce a cost in attentional tasks orthogonal
to word processing.

Lexical priming without similarity or association
Zachary Estes1, Emily Mather1, and Lara Jones2
1. University of Warwick
2. Wayne State University
z.estes@warwick.ac.uk
Integrative relations, which combine two independent concepts (e.g., “lake” and
“bird”) into a compound representation (“lake bird”), induce lexical priming. For
example, “lake” speeds lexical decisions to “bird” even though they are semantically
dissimilar, lexically unassociated, and unfamiliar as a phrase. We report three
experiments that investigate whether this integrative priming occurs prospectively (i.e.,
the prime pre-activates the target) or retrospectively (i.e., prime and target are integrated
post-presentation). Integrative (e.g., “lake”  “bird”), associative (e.g., “canary” 
“bird”), and unrelated word pairs (e.g., “trial”  “bird”) were presented in the perceptual
identification, reading aloud, and Stroop color naming tasks, which are thought to
measure prospective processing. Integrative pairs and associative pairs both elicited
robust priming. That is, prime words (e.g., “lake”) facilitated recognition of dissimilar,
unassociated target words (e.g., “bird”). Although similarity and association may explain
other lexical and sentential priming effects, our results suggest instead a prospective
integration process.

The composite face illusion and its disappearance with misaligned faces: An effect of
metric distance or part separation?
Renaud Laguesse and Bruno Rossion
Université catholique de Louvain
renaud.laguesse@uclouvain.be
The composite face effect provides evidence for holistic perception of faces:
identical top halves of a face are perceived as being different when aligned with different
bottoms. The illusion disappears when the bottom of the face is moved away from the
top. One unresolved issue is whether the composite illusion disappears because the two
halves do not form a whole object, or because the bottom is located away from the top.
Participants matched two top halves in 3 conditions (―same‖: top/bottom identical;
―different‖: top/bottom different; ―composite‖: top identical, bottom different) and 7
levels of alignment between the top and bottom halves: from spatially aligned to
completely misaligned. Compared to ―same‖ trials, accuracy rates decreased and
response times increased significantly when aligned. Strikingly, even a small spatial
misalignment between top/bottom parts in the composite face paradigm disrupted the
influence of the bottom part on the perception of the top part. There were no differences
between any other levels of (mis)alignment. This observation implies, practically, that it
is not necessary to use a wide spatial misalignment in such studies. From a theoretical
standpoint, these data show that spatial alignment/separation rather than metric distance
explains the presence/absence of the composite face effect.
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The development of speed discrimination abilities
Catherine Manning and Liz Pellicano
Institute of Education
c.manning@ioe.ac.uk
The processing of speed is an important part of a child‘s visual development,
allowing children to track and interact with moving objects. Previous work has reported
immature speed discrimination thresholds in 5-year-olds (Ahmed et al., 2005) but no
study has investigated the developmental trajectory of speed discrimination abilities or
precisely when such abilities becomes adult-like. Here, we measured speed
discrimination thresholds in 5-, 7-, 9-, 11-year-olds and adults, using random dot stimuli
with two different reference speeds (slow: 1.5 deg/sec; fast: 6 deg/sec). As expected, we
found age-related improvements in sensitivity for both reference speeds but, at all ages,
participants were more sensitive to the faster reference speed. Furthermore, sensitivity to
the slower reference speed became adult-like by 11 years, whereas sensitivity to the faster
reference speed became adult-like by 9 years. Sensitivity to slower speeds thus appears
to mature later than that to faster speeds, despite these sensitivities following similar
trajectories. The reasonably late development of speed processing abilities may be due to
the reliance on the integration of neuronal responses in extrastriate cortex (area MT/V5).
Ahmed, I. J., Lewis, T. L., Ellemberg, D. and Maurer, D. (2005). Discrimination of speed
in 5-year-olds and adults: Are children up to speed? Vision Research, 45, 2129-2135.

Shape naming supports immediate recall of shape sequences in children
Chloe R. Marshall1,2, and Erin Hobbs
1. City University London
2.Institute of Education
c.marshall@ioe.ac.uk
This study examined the relationship between visuospatial short term memory
(VSTM) and expressive language in children aged 6-13, and more specifically whether
knowledge of shape vocabulary facilitates performance in a shape recall task (where
sequences of shapes, from a pool of 16 nameable shapes and increasing in span from 2 to
8, were presented for 3s). Thirty two children completed three measures of VSTM (Rey
Complex Figure Task, Visual Patterns Test, and the shape recall task), in addition to two
measures of general expressive language ability (Recalling Sentences and Formulating
Sentences subtests from the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals) and two
measures of shape vocabulary (one expressive and one receptive) created for this study.
No significant relationship was found between general expressive language ability and
any measure of VSTM. Performance on both the expressive shape vocabulary task and
the Rey Complex Figure task significantly predicted shape recall (controlling for age).
Furthermore, the relationship between expressive shape vocabulary and shape recall
strengthened with age. The more shape names children know, the better they are able to
phonologically encode these shape names to support their recall of shape sequences, and
consequently the longer the sequences they are able to recall.
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Feature-specific bimodal task sets in visual search
Pawel J. Matusz and Martin Eimer
Birkbeck College University of London
pawel.matusz@gmail.com
We investigated whether top-down attentional control settings can specify taskrelevant features in different sensory modalities (vision and audition). Two audiovisual
search tasks were used where a spatially uninformative visual singleton cue preceded a
target search array. In different blocks, participants searched for a visual target (defined
by colour or shape in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively), or target defined by a
combination of visual and auditory features (e.g., red target accompanied by a high-pitch
tone). Spatial cueing effects indicative of attentional capture by target-matching visual
singleton cues in the unimodal visual search task were reduced or completely eliminated
when targets were audiovisually defined, and N2pc components triggered by these cues
were reduced during search for audiovisual as compared to unimodal visual targets.
These results provide new evidence that the top-down control settings which guide
attentional selectivity can include perceptual features from different sensory modalities.

Identity-dependent cross-emotion facial expression aftereffects
Philip Pell and Anne Richards
Birkbeck College
p.pell@psychology.bbk.ac.uk
There is increasing evidence that the visual representation of emotional facial
expression interacts with the visual representation of facial identity. In particular, a
number of recent adaptation studies have shown that facial expression aftereffects are
larger when the adaptation and target face are congruent in identity than when these faces
are incongruent in identity. Recent adaptation studies also indicate that the visual
representations of different emotional facial expressions interact. The purpose of this
study was to examine whether the interaction of different facial expressions is influenced
by identity. Participants had to categorize target expressions morphed from anger to
neutral or anger to happy after adaptation to canonical disgust expressions posed by
either the same or a different identity. Results showed that adaptation to disgust reliably
biased perception of target faces away from anger (i.e., towards either neutral or happy)
when the identity of the adaptation face matched that of the target face. There was also
partial evidence of the same effect when the identity of these faces differed. However,
this effect was significantly smaller than the corresponding same-identity effect. These
results indicate that the interaction of different facial expressions is modulated by
identity.
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Structural constraints in elicited phonological speech errors in Japanese
Akie Saito and Tomoyoshi Inoue
Doshisha University
asaito@mail.doshisha.ac.jp
One important concept in theories of word production holds that a mechanism that
distinguishes linguistic content from linguistic structure underlies the operation of speech
planning. At the level of individual words, content is assumed to be a string of segments,
and syllables are thought to specify how to arrange segments into a word. The strongest
support for this claim derives from the particular patterns of speech errors. For example,
the so-called syllable-position effect has been interpreted as reflecting the constraints
imposed by the internal structure of English syllables (e.g., Dell, 1986). This study
examined whether phonological errors in Japanese followed the structural constraints of
the syllable in an experimental situation that controlled for both the proportions of two
different types of phonological units (syllabic moras and non-syllabic moras) and the
frequency of the occurrence of moras used as stimuli. Using a tongue-twister paradigm
(e.g., Wilshire, 1998; Walker and Dell, 2009), we asked Japanese participants to recite
sequences of three three-mora nonwords. Results showed that most phonological errors in
Japanese followed the structural constraints and retained the same syllabic structure that
characterized to-be-produced nonwords.
Dell,G.S. (1986) A spreading-activation theory of retrieval in sentence production.
Psychological Review, 93, 283–321.
Walker, J.A. et al. (2009) Speech errors reflect the phonotactic constraint in recently
spoken syllables, but not in recently heard syllables. Cognition, 112, 81–96.
Wilshire, C.E. (1998) Serial order in phonological encoding: An exploration of the ―word
onset effect‖ using laboratory-induced errors. Cognition, 68, 143–166.

The details of distractor interference differ for eyes and hands
Sebastian Sandoval Similä, Antimo Buonocore and Robert D. McIntosh
University of Edinburgh
Sebastian.Simila@ed.ac.uk
Short-latency saccades veer towards, and longer latency saccades away from
visual distractors. This time course may reflect a dynamic competition between target and
distractor representations within the superior colliculus (Van der Stigchel et al, 2006).
Distractor interference is more pronounced for vertical saccades with horizontal
distractors than for horizontal saccades with vertical distractors, which is also consistent
with known features of superior colliculus organisation (Laidlaw & Kingstone, 2010;
Van der Stigchel & Theeuwes, 2007). One prediction of this collicular account is that this
horizontal-vertical imbalance should be specific to eye-movements. Adapting a classic
paradigm from Sheliga and collaegues (1995), we replicated the horizontal-vertical
imbalance of distractor interference for saccades. In a second experiment, we showed
distractor interference for reaching movements when the eyes were held still, but without
any horizontal-vertical imbalance. We suggest that a common population-coding
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mechanism (Tipper et al, 2000) can account for distractor interference across eyes and
hands, but that the details of the interference effects are modulated by the specific
neurophysiological substrate in which the population coding occurs.
Laidlaw KEW & Kingstone A. The time course of vertical, horizontal and oblique
saccade trajectories: Evidence for greater distractor interference during vertical saccades.
Vision Research 50: 829-837.
Sheliga BM, Riggio L & Rizollatti G (1995). Spatial attention and eye movements.
Experimental Brain Research 105: 261-275.
Tipper SP, Howard DV & Houghton G (2000). Behavioural consequences of selection
from piopulation codes. In S Monsell & J Driver (Eds). Attention and performance (Vol
18, pp 223-245). Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
Van der Stigchel S, Meeter M & Theeuwes J (2006). Eye movement trajectories and what
they tell us. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 30: 666–679
Van der Stigchel S & Theeuwes J (2007). Differences in distractor-induced deviation
between horizontal and vertical saccade trajectories. NeuroReport 19: 251-254.

Language proficiency affects performance of trilingual participants in a Stroop task
Parminder Singh Bhatia, Pemmasani Sri Ram Prasad, and Snehlata Jaswal
Indian Institute of Technology Ropar
parmindersb@iitrpr.ac.in
In Experiment1, trilinguals in English, Telegu, and Hindi, performed a Stroop
colour-naming task where the stimuli were the English colour words – Blue, Black, Red,
Green, and Yellow – but were written in the scripts of the three languages, in congruent
and incongruent inks. Participants were selected based on their proficiency in English,
Hindi, and Telugu. Stroop-interference was significantly lesser in Hindi, the language in
which the participants rated themselves to be having the lowest expertise, as compared to
English and Telegu (which showed no difference). Later experiments replicated the
results with other languages. In all studies, participants were trilingual, equally proficient
in two languages but not the third. This allowed superior control of within subject
variables, whilst a direct comparison of stroop-interference due to languages of different
proficiency levels was made. To our knowledge these are the first set of studies on
stroop-interference with trilingual participants. Further, the task of naming the colours in
English whilst the words were printed in the scripts of the other two languages also
involved translation into English. Therefore, results imply that proficiency affects not
only within-language interference as shown by previous studies (e.g., Braet et al., 2011),
but that it also affects translation performance.
Braet, W., Noppe, N., Wagemans, J., & Op de Beeck, H. (2011). Increased stroop
interference with better second language reading skill. The Quarterly Journal of
Experimental Psychology, 64(3), 596-607.
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The influence of interactive imagery and semantic associations upon memory recall for
pairs of items
Elizabeth Smith and Christopher Jarrold
Univeristy of Bristol
es6215@bris.ac.uk
This study manipulated the presentation format of items in memory recall trials.
Pairs of items were chosen that naturally occur in the same imagineable space, i.e.,
dog/bone, these items were also semantic associations; such pairs were termed ‗matched‘.
Performance when items were presented in matched pair‘s format was compared to when
those same items were presented in non-matched format, i.e., dog/coffee. Presentation
rate was varied to temporally pair items on half the trials. Interference procedures
addressed the roles of visuo-spatial STM (disrupted by Spatial tapping) and verbal STM
(disrupted by Articulatory suppression). Experiment 1 tested adults; revealing a
significant improvement in recall for matched pairs; temporal spacing of matched pairs
improved recall further. Suppression significantly disrupted recall; however spatial
tapping had no detrimental effect, indicating an important role of verbal memory, but no
comparable role of visuo-spatial memory. Experiment 2 explored these effects in children
aged 5-6 and 7-8; the pattern of 7-8 year olds‘ performance was similar to adults.
However, 5-6 year olds showed a detriment under both suppression and spatial tapping;
supporting the notion of a developmental transition from using visual strategies to relying
on verbal codes. This study shows that semantic associations and imagery can improve
recall.

Differences between younger and older children in the integration of information from
auditory and haptic modalities
Louise Smith1, Karin Petrini2 and Marko Nardini2
1. University of Oxford
2. University College London
louise.smith@st-hildas.ox.ac.uk
We receive information about a single object through many different sensory
modalities and we must combine these different pieces of information to form a single
percept. It has been shown that younger children do not optimally integrate information
from visual and haptic modalities (Gori et al., 2008) and this investigation seeks to
uncover at what age children begin to integrate haptic and auditory information.
Participants were required to discriminate between two objects based on their size in
three different conditions, two of which were unimodal (auditory or haptic information
only) while the third combined information from both sensory modalities. Psychometric
functions were fitted to response in order to measure observers‘ sensitivities to object size
under these different conditions. Integration of visual and auditory information predicts
greater sensitivity in the bimodal condition than in either single-modality condition.
Initial results show that young children do not integrate information from haptic and
auditory modalities, with some children aged below 8 years performing worse in the
bimodal condition than in the sound-only condition. Older children seem able to integrate
auditory and touch information to improve their estimates of object size, similarly to
adults.
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Gori, M., Del Viva, M., Sandini, G., and Burr, D. C. (2008). Young children do not
integrate visual and haptic form information. Curr. Biol. 18, 694–698
Familiar race faces attract infants‘ attention in complex displays
Jessica Taubert, Kristen Weiss Sanders, Erin Robbins, Lisa A. Parr and
Philippe Rochat
Emory University
jtauber@emory.edu
We assessed visual preference in infants (7 – 12 months old) viewing complex
displays containing multiple faces and objects. Each of the sixteen unique displays was
comprised of eight objects drawn from different categories (white European faces, black
African faces, Asian faces, rhesus monkey faces, phones, cars, birds, and clocks). The
data confirm that infants spend a disproportional amount of time examining faces. They
further suggest that this face preference is affected by the infant‘s age and, to some
extent, their race. Additional analyses revealed that familiar race faces were looked at for
longer periods of time than the faces of a less familiar race or species. Interestingly,
comparing first and last trials, the data suggest that the first fixation made in the
experiment was driven by an own-race preference whereas the first fixation made in the
last trial was typically directed towards the unfamiliar Asian face. The results of a
subsequent series of experiments suggest that inverting the contrast of the eye region
dramatically reduces the infant preference for a familiar race face in this passive viewing
task.

Gaze-contingency shows holistic face perception impairment in acquired prosopagnosia:
Generalization to several cases
Goedele Van Belle1, Thomas Busigny1, Anthony Hosein2, Boutheina
Jemel2, Philippe Lefèvre1, and Bruno Rossion1
1. Université catholique de Louvain
2. University of Montreal
goedele.vanbelle@uclouvain.be
By gaze-contingently revealing/masking a selective portion of the visual field in a
face matching task, we showed that the face recognition problems of two brain damaged
patients with acquired prosopagnosia (patients PS and GG) are caused by a holistic face
processing deficit (Van Belle et al., 2010, 2011). Contrary to normal observers, PS‘ and
GG‘s performance did almost not decrease by seeing only one feature at a time (foveal
window condition), while they were largely impaired by masking the fixated feature only
(mask condition), forcing holistic perception. Here, we extend these observations to a
patient (LR, Bukach et al., 2006) with acquired prosopagnosia, caused by unilateral right
hemisphere damage, not overlapping with the brain damage of PS and GG. Despite this
very different lesion pattern, LR‘s behavior followed the same pattern as PS‘ and GG‘s:
Compared to normal observers, LR was significantly more impaired with a mask than
with a window, demonstrating holistic face perception problems. This observation
supports a generalized account of acquired prosopagnosia as a selective impairment of
holistic face perception, regardless of the location of the lesion causing the face
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perception problems. This also confirms that holistic perception is a key element of
normal human face recognition.
Bukach, C. M., Bub, D. N., Gauthier, I., & Tarr, M. J. (2006). Perceptual expertise effects
are not all or none: Spatially limited perceptual expertise for faces in a case of
prosopagnosia. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 18, 48-63.
Van Belle, G., Busigny, T., Lefèvre, P., Joubert, S., Felician, O., Gentile, F., Rossion, B.
(2011). Impairment of holistic face percetion following right occipito-temporal damage
in prosopagnosia: Converging evidence from gaze-contingency. Neuropsychologia, 49,
3145-50.
Van Belle, G., de Graef, P., Verfaillie, K., Busigny, T., Rossion, B. (2010). Whole not
hole: Expert face recognition requires holistic perception. Neuropsychologia, 48, 26092620.

The relationship between vocabulary acquisition, memory and sleep in children
Anna Weighall1, Lisa Henderson2 and Gareth Gaskell2
1. Sheffield Hallam University
2. University of York
a.r.weighall@shu.ac.uk
Although the acquisition of a novel spoken form is often rapid, previous research
on adults suggests that integration of novel and existing knowledge (measured by
engagement in lexical competition) requires a consolidation period associated with sleep.
These findings are well-explained by neural models of learning in which sleep provides
an opportunity for hippocampal information to be fed into long-term neocortical memory.
It remains unclear whether this time-course dissociation characterises word learning in
children. Fifty-three children (7 - 12 years) were exposed to novel competitor words at
07:30-09:30 (AM Group) or 17:30-19:30 (PM Group). Whilst children were able to
recognise and recall some novel words immediately after exposure, performance
improved significantly after sleep (at the 12-hr retest for the PM Group and the 24-hr
retest for the AM Group) and remained good 8 days later. Similarly, novel words only
induced competition effects after a period of sleep (rather than wake). Consistent with
previous developmental research children also showed sleep-associated improvements in
declarative but, (counter to previous adult findings) not procedural memory. These
findings suggest that children utilize a dual-memory system in the acquisition and
integration of vocabulary. Since previous research into vocabulary acquisition in children
has largely focused on the immediate consequences of word learning, the present data
call for a shift in our conception of vocabulary acquisition in development.
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